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The PRONUTS prototype is a tool allowing to autonomously
proﬁling the nitrate concentraons in the ocean.
Credits: D’Ortenzio et al. this issue.

Editorial – April 2012 – Special Issue jointly coordinated by Mercator Ocean and Coriolis
focusing on Ocean Observations
Greengs all,
Once a year in April, Mercator Ocean in Toulouse and the Coriolis Infrastructure in Brest publish a common newsle er. Some papers are dedicated
to observaons only, when others display collaboraons between the 2 aspects: Observaons and Modelling/Data assimilaon.
The two ﬁrst papers are presenng two Equipex funded projects in order to be er observe the ocean: The IAOOS Ice Atmosphere Ocean Observing
System over the Arcc Ocean (h p://wwww.iaoos-equipex.upmc.fr) and the NAOS (Novel Argo Ocean Observing system) (Le Traon et al.).
Then D’Ortenzio et al. are wring about the PRONUTS project aiming at autonomously proﬁling the nitrate concentraons in the ocean. During this
project, two prototypes of PRONUTS will be developed and tested.
Next paper deals with a global glider infrastructure (EGO) for the beneﬁt of marine research and operaonal oceanography (Testor et al.). Some key
challenges have emerged from the expansion of the glider system and require now se8ng up a sustainable European as well as a Global system to
operate glider and to ensure a smooth and sustained link to the Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS).
Vialard et al. are then displaying results about the Cirene oceanographic cruise, the part of the CLIVAR internaonal eﬀort to understand air-sea
interacons at mulple me scales in the “Thermocline Ridge of the Indian Ocean” TRIO region.
Speich et al. follow with a paper about the use of ARGO ﬂoats to study the ocean dynamics south of Africa: what have been learnt from the GoodHope project and what is planned within the SAMOC internaonal programme.
Rio et al. then write about the use of almetric and wind data to detect the anomalous loss of SVP-type dri?er’s drogue. They have developed a
methodology that allows detecng the dri?er drogue loss and providing an esmate of the wind slippage to be used as a velocity correcon.
Surface salinity dri?ers for SMOS validaon are also presented by Morisset et al. The surface dri?ers measuring sea surface salinity (SSS) in the top
50cm of the sea surface provide a complementary source of data for validang L-band sea surface salinity.
At last, a new informaon and data mining tool for North Atlanc Argo data is presented by Maze. This new tool aims at providing an interacve
user interface for Argo data mining, simplifying access to informaon about all, or a sub-set of, proﬁles and centralizing as much as possible informaon provided by other services.
We will meet again next year in April 2013 for a new jointly coordinated Newsle er between Mercator Ocean and Coriolis. Note that there will not
be exceponally any publicaon of the newsle er in July this year. The next October 2012 issue will be about the NEMO ocean code recent developpements.
We wish you a pleasant reading,
Laurence Crosnier and Sylvie Pouliquen, Editors.
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NAOS (Novel Argo Ocean observing System) is one of the 52 projects selected as part of the Equipex call for proposals from the French programme d'invesssements d'avenir. The overall objecve of the project is to consolidate and improve the French and European contribuon
to the internaonal Argo observing system and to prepare the next decade of Argo. The challenge is to set up an eﬀecve monitoring of the
world ocean and to strengthen French leadership in ocean and climate research and predicon.
The project has two main objecves:

• To strengthen the French contribuon to the
Argo core mission (temperature and salinity
from the surface down to 2000 m depth) by
deploying between 10 to 15 addional ﬂoats
per year over the 2012-2019 me period
(110 ﬂoats in total). With the NAOS Argo
ﬂoats, the French contribuon to Argo will
reach the target of 70 to 80 ﬂoats deployed
each year.

• To develop, validate and deploy the next
generaon of French Argo proﬁling ﬂoats. 70
new generaon ﬂoats will be deployed in
three pilot areas: Mediterranean Sea, Arcc
and North Atlanc. New ﬂoat capabilies will
include: more eﬃcient design of the vehicle,
improved transmission rates, integraon of
biogeochemical sensors, deeper measurements and under ice operaons in the polar
seas.
NAOS is a partnership between Ifremer (coordinator), UPMC (co-coordinator), CNRS, UBO/IUEM (PRES UEB), SHOM, CLS and the SME NKE.
The scienﬁc coordinaon of the project is ensured through a scienﬁc steering commi ee co-chaired by P.Y. Le Traon and F. D'Ortenzio.
This commi ee met twice (September 23rd, 2011 and January 4th, 2012). The steering commi ee refers to a governing board. The ﬁrst governing board meeng was held on January 4th, 2012.

The project is organized around ﬁve main work packages:
• WP1: Consolidaon of the French contribuon to Argo (resp. S. Pouliquen)
• WP2: Development of the new generaon of French Argo ﬂoats (resp. S. Le Reste)
• WP3: Floats with biogeochemical sensors in the Mediterranean Sea (resp. F. D'Ortenzio)
• WP4: Floats with biogeochemical sensors in the Arcc (resp. M. Babin)
• WP5: Deep ﬂoats with oxygen sensors in the North Atlanc (resp. V. Thierry).
The project started in June 1st, 2011 and will end in December 2019. Development and tesng of prototypes will be conducted in WP2 from
June 2011 to June 2014. Procurement of ﬂoats for WP1, 3, 4 and 5 will be done from January 2012 to January 2016. The ﬁrst WP1 and WP3
series (2012 and 2013) will use exisng models of French Argo ﬂoats (Provor and Arvor). The following series will beneﬁt from WP2 advances.
WP4 and WP5 ﬂoats will be solely based on new models developed in WP2.
NAOS is now well on track. The project oﬃce was set up, the WWW site developed (h p://www.naos-equipex.fr) and the ﬁrst communicaon acons have started. Project tasks have entered an intensive phase: ﬂoat technical speciﬁcaons, tesng, procurement for the ﬁrst
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prototypes, tenders or orders of the ﬁrst series, acons to improve at sea monitoring tools, protocols for validaon and tesng of ﬂoats, etc
The involvement of the wider French oceanography community through the Groupe Mission Mercator Ocean Coriolis (GMMC) will be essenal to the success of NAOS. Interacons are ﬁrst needed so that the new NAOS ﬂoats meet expectaons from the GMMC. Array design studies (e.g. OSSEs) for the next generaon of Argo ﬂoats (biogeochemical, deep and Arcc ﬂoats) should also be conducted as part of GMMC
acvies. On the longer run, a strong involvement of GMMC groups in the data analysis of the new ﬂoats (prototypes and series) will be essenal. Developing the use and tesng the impact of NAOS ﬂoats in Mercator Ocean data assimilaon systems will also be crical.
To ensure a good interacon between NAOS and the GMMC, NAOS is regularly discussed during the Mercator Ocean/Coriolis scienﬁc council meengs and Coriolis execuve commi ee meengs. NAOS acvies will be presented regularly at GMMC meengs and NAOS annual
meengs will be open to the GMMC. The NAOS meeng in 2012 will be held at Ifremer in Brest on June 21st and 22nd. All GMMC groups are
strongly invited to parcipate !
For more informaon on the NAOS project, see h p://www.naos-equipex.fr or contact us at naos@ifremer.fr
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Context
The most conspicuous manifestations of the current climate warming are found in the Arctic. The warming trend in the Arctic is almost twice as
large as the global average in recent decades. This is known as Arctic amplification. Changes in cloud cover, increases in atmospheric water
vapor, more atmospheric heat transport from lower latitudes and declining sea ice have all been suggested as contributing factors. The extreme
reduction of the Arctic sea-ice cover at the end of the summer has a huge impact on the Earth radiation budget and fluxes at the air-surface interface. It is responsible for a warming of the upper ocean and of the lower atmosphere, a change of the atmospheric circulation (polar vortex and
storm tracks), an increase of cold air outbreaks enhancing heat flux release and low cloud formation and sudden stratospheric warming events, an
acceleration of Greenland ice melting and sea level rise and an increase of permafrost thawing releasing large amount of greenhouse gases into
the atmosphere. Shifts in wind regime, accelerating sea-ice motion, increasing sea-ice deformation, fracturing and ridging, producing more open
waters, diminishing the albedo and increasing absorption of solar radiation by the upper ocean also contribute to amplified sea-ice changes in the
Arctic. To interpret the Arctic amplification, pan-Arctic measurements in the water column, sea-ice and overlying atmosphere are needed.

Objectives
The main objective of the IAOOS project is to provide and to maintain an
integrated observing system over the Arctic Ocean to collect synoptic and
near real time information related to the state of the upper ocean, the lower atmosphere and the Arctic sea-ice. These data are complementary to
satellite observations and models.
In the ocean we are targeting the first 1000m beneath the surface to document precisely the surface mixed layer, the halocline and the Atlantic and/
or Pacific water masses advected into the Arctic Ocean via Fram Strait
and Bering Strait respectively. In the sea-ice we need to document few
meters to infer temperature profiles through the ice layer and the sea-ice
thickness as a function of time in order to control sea ice melting and
freezing and sea-ice deformation. In the atmosphere we do not have actually any system able to profile throughout the troposphere and up to the
stratosphere except from satellites. However, profiles obtained in the lower
troposphere from satellites are subject to errors and bias. So we need
automatic profilers operated from the ground and looking upward.
The IAOOS system involves 15 autonomous platforms operating at any
given time in the Arctic Ocean for a period of 7 years in total. Each platform is composed of 3 elements for oceanographic, sea-ice and atmospheric vertical soundings (Figure 2). The platforms are designed to float at
the surface of the ocean as well as to remain on top of sea-ice floes. The
target for their autonomy is two years.
The fifteen IAOOS platforms will be drifting according to sea-ice motion,
surface winds and ocean currents and it will be necessary to replace part
of the fifteen platforms every year. It is anticipated that six platforms will
either drift away from the central Arctic Ocean through Fram Strait or be
destroyed by sea-ice rafting or ridging every year. It is planned to replace
six platforms every year during five years following an initial deployment of
fifteen platforms. This will amount to a total of forty IAOOS platforms for
the entire duration of the experiment.
Figure 1: Ideal distribuon of the 15 IAOOS pla2orms
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Partnership:
IAOOS results from a cooperation between Université Pierre and Marie Curie (UPMC,
www.upmc.fr, coordinator with two laboratories involved LOCEAN
www.loceanipsl.upmc.fr and LATMOS www.latmos.ipsl.fr), the Technical Division from CNRS-INSU (DTINSU, www.dt.insu.cnrs.fr), the Institut Paul Emile Victor (IPEV, www.institut-polaire.fr) and
the atmosphere data center in Lille ICARE (www.icare.univ-lille1.fr).
Instrument developers and providers include several companies: NKE
(www.nkecorporate.fr), CIMEL (www.cimel.fr/), SAMS (www.SAMS.ac.uk), MOBILIS (http://
www.mobilis-sa.com/)…
Close ties are developed with Coriolis data centre (http://www.coriolis.eu.org/) and equipex
NAOS work package 4 (http://www.naos-equipex.fr/).
The project started in October 2011 and will end in December 2019.

Structure of the project
IAOOS is organized in 5 work packages (Figure 3).
WP1 : Ocean measurements
The system is composed of a surface buoy unit capable of floating at the surface of an ocean
free of ice as well as being deployed on sea-ice. This surface unit contains the GPS and
Iridium transmitters for geo-localization and real time data transmission to dedicated satellites. It also contains the processor for data acquisition and the lithium battery supply for a
two-year operation. A 800-m long cable is attached to the buoy underneath and loaded with a
50 kg deadweight at the very end in order to keep the cable as vertical as possible even
during strong sea-ice drift entraining the surface buoy and the 800-m long cable. Along this
800-m long cable an ARGO-like float equipped with a CTD is scanning up and down from
surface down to 800 m depth and up, taking vertical profiles of temperature and salinity once
Figure 2 : IAOOS pla2orm: proﬁling through the ocean,
or twice per day. At the end of each profile, the data are immediately transmitted by iridium to
ice and atmosphere
satellites and to land. These profiles are very important to keep us informed about the ocean
mixed layer depth, the depth and strength of the halocline, the Atlantic layer and/or the Pacific layer under the halocline. These are fundamental observations in order to compute the heat flux from the ocean to the ice or to the atmosphere.
A synergy is being developed with work package 4 of NAOS (www.naos-equipex.fr) to deploy floats with biogeochemical sensors onto IAOOS
platforms.
WP2 : Ice measurements
IAOOS platforms measure sea-ice thickness, snow depth and temperature profiles across the air-sea-ice interfaces. Unfortunately no satellite
sensor can directly measure ice thickness. It is essential that long-term, high-quality observational measurements, which encompass the annual
cycle of growth and decay of sea ice (Ice mass balance or IMB), be performed. Only then will we be able to understand the processes involved
and to validate and refine the models. This can only be performed through the development of a basin-wide network of reliable and affordable
autonomous instrumentation. Thus the equipment for sea-ice is based on a combination of satellites (AMSR-E, Cryosat etc..) and a thermistorheater chain from SAMS. The 6-meter-long chain comprises thermistors and heaters every 2 cm. Each heater is periodically heated and by monitoring the thermal response, the medium in which the sensor is embedded in (air, snow, ice, water) can be identified.
WP3 : Atmospheric measurements
Arctic haze and aerosol layers frequently occur in the Arctic midtroposphere from early spring to summer mostly due to anthropic
perturbations. Other modifications due to natural and anthropic forcings are induced in cloud occurrence and properties. Such features
are however not all easily detectable from space. Furthermore,
ground-based observations are inexistent over most of the arctic. In
this respect, we are developing at LATMOS in the frame of the project, an extension of the existing optical depth sensors (ODS) instrument and a fully new microlidar, to be operated as autonomous and
unattended systems, to helpfully complement space observations.
ODS is a sensor developed at LATMOS with the support of the
CNES for the ESA/CNES Mars missions later cancelled. It is a double channel telescope of annular field of view equipped with silicium
diode detectors, colour filter for selecting the wavelength, and an 8
decades amplifier allowing observations from the direct sunlight
down to the very small moon scattered light. It is a light, small-sized
and low consumption instrument fully qualified for space (TRL 5)
and thus for low temperatures.
Currently, solid-state technology lidars (like ceilometers in airports)
are the only instruments which have the potential to operate autonomously in a remote environment. However, we have to face a tech- Figure 3 : Structure of the project
nical challenge to operate these systems in the harsh arctic environment where relatively small available power can be made available.
The selected concept based on solid-state laser diodes is to be improved, so that the system is compacted and operated with an increased sensitivity and a capacity to discriminate water and ice phases in clouds. Acquisition and transmission of full-signal lidar waveforms and ODS data as a
function of time is to be performed on a regular basis.
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WP4 : Integration
In the development phase, the accommodation of ODS and the microlidar onto the buoy is challenging due to the harsh atmospheric conditions of
the arctic environment. In particular frosting and riming must be avoided on the optical windows. Tests in realistic meteorological conditions need
to be performed.
The integration of the atmospheric sensors onto the buoy is placed under DT-INSU responsibility as well as the development of the atmospheric
electronic systems on the buoy which gathers all the information from the various sensors, transmits them to satellite and receives order from land
to modify the sampling strategy if necessary. Transmission is bidirectional so that the profiling rate and the acquisition rate can be modified as
circumstances require.
In the operational phase, once the system has been developed and tested, all the elements will be gathered, controlled, assembled and tested
before shipping in DT-INSU and IPEV in Brest. In this second phase, the activity in the facility in DT-INSU and IPEV in Brest thus comprises reception of the instruments from industrial providers and check proper functioning of all components (float, sensors, transmission, buoy..), integration, energy (lithium battery) packaging for the buoy, programming of the mission parameters (sampling strategy, compaction for transmission, …),
conditioning for transport and stock management.
WP5 : Data Transmission, Acquisition, Quality control and Dissemination
Each platform composed of three elements for oceanographic, sea-ice and atmospheric vertical profiles as described previously, will transmit data
in near real time to a receiving station (IPEV, Brest, France) via satellites.
The data streams received from the IAOOS platforms through IRIDIUM will be retrieved and processed to level 0 by IPEV. Then the data will be
sent to the GTS in the standard level 0 formats according to each data type. The oceanic data will then be retrieved from the GTS, processed and
quality controlled both by the Coriolis data centre (www.coriolis.eu.org) and by the PIs of WP1. The sea-ice data will be retrieved from the GTS
processed and quality controlled both by the IABP data centre (iabp.apl.washington.edu) and by the PIs of WP2. The atmospheric data will be
retrieved from the GTS, processed and quality controlled both by the ICARE data center (www.icare.univ-lille1.fr/) and by the PIs of WP3. This
double control is essential to guarantee a state of the art data validation.
The data centers are in charge of the dissemination through their usual systems. The data acquired in this project will thus be carefully validated
and made publicly available and integrated in the international data bases. This way, after quality check and validation, the data will be distributed
to the scientific community (ocean, sea-ice, atmosphere, climate communities), to operational and forecasting centers such as MERCATOROcean (www.mercator-ocean.fr) and Meteo-France (climat.meteofrance.com/chgt_climat2).
A concomitant EU project lead by UPMC (PI J.C. Gascard) called ACCESS (Arctic Climate Change, Economy and Society, access-eu.org) will
also contribute to the dissemination of IAOOS results. ACCESS is supported within the Ocean of Tomorrow call of the European Commission
Seventh Framework Programme. Its main objective is to assess climatic change impacts on marine transportation (including tourism), fisheries,
marine mammals and the extraction of oil and gas in the Arctic Ocean. ACCESS is also focusing on Arctic governance and strategic policy option.

Synthesis
The equipment to be built within IAOOS is unique and will allow partners to perform important technological and scientific breakthroughs. The
technological developments performed for each WP will benefit the industrial SMEs involved and allow them to gain new markets.
The results aimed at are to get measurements from this network over at least three years with a representative regional coverage as initially
planned. The novel, systematic and long term IAOOS array aims at a better understanding of environmental changes in the Arctic, at an improvement of the predictive capacity of how Arctic climate responds to a combination of natural and anthropogenic factors. Current climate models are
unable to reproduce the recent changes observed in the Arctic environment. Sea ice is vanishing faster than in all coupled climate model scenario
calculations. None of those calculations anticipated the 2007 drastic sea ice retreat. Models that feature sudden sea ice extent reductions put
them later in the 21st century. To improve scenarios and climate models, a number of measures are necessary. In IAOOS, we will monitor the
current status and changes of the Arctic sea ice to provide a baseline against which to compare projected future changes and to maintain the
critical measurements that are needed to confirm and determine the trends in ocean, ice and atmospheric change.
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Introduction
In the 2000’s, a new opcal sensor to evaluate nitrate (NO3) concentraon in seawater was realized (Johnson et al., 2002) and then commercialized. Few years later, a ﬁrst prototype of an APEX proﬁling ﬂoat equipped with a NO3 sensor was achieved and deployed in the Paciﬁc
Ocean, acquiring NO3 proﬁles for about two years(Johnson et al., 2010). The experiment with the APEX prototype indicated the huge potenal of the duo “proﬁling ﬂoat- NO3 sensor” for a wide range of scienﬁc applicaons, spanning from a be er understanding of the physical
biological interacons in the oceans (Claustre et al., 2010) to a potenal strongly enhancement of the performance of ecosystem models, via
assimilaon (Brasseur et al., 2009).
In 2008, a large consorum of French laboratories dedicated a scienﬁc and technological eﬀort (PRONUTS project, GMMC + PACA region) to
verify the feasibility of a PROVOR CTS03-based proﬁling ﬂoat equipped with a NO3 sensor (PRONUTS proﬁling ﬂoat). The main aim was to
develop two prototypes of PRONUTS, and to test their performances, in terms of sensor integraon, of reliability of the couple proﬁling
ﬂoat+NO3 sensor and of the quality of the collected data.
The PROVOR CTSO3 series provides some unquesonable advantages. Its high reserve of ﬂoatability and large energec autonomy could
enable a large number of sensors, longer missions and improved cycling frequency. Moreover, a biogeochemical version (but without NO3
sensor) of a PROVOR-based proﬁling ﬂoat (PROVBIO) was already tested and scienﬁcally exploited (Xing et al., 2011);a new PROVBIO model,
integrang an addional NO3 sensor, could be then developed with few hardware and so?ware modiﬁcaons. This new PROVBIO model
could provide simultaneous observaons on the physical state of the water column (Temperature and Salinity proﬁles), on the chemical/
resources distribuon (NO3 proﬁles) and on biological dynamics (Chlorophyll and Colored Dissolved Organic Ma er proﬁles). This movated
to the PRONUTS project, which was strongly coordinated with the American and Canadian laboratories involved in the development of the
APEX NO3 proﬁling ﬂoat (h p://www.mbari.org/chemsensor/APEXISUS.htm).
In this note, we rapidly describe the technical characteriscs of the two prototypes of PRONUTS that we developed. A short overview of the
acquired proﬁles and of the (preliminary) data processing system will be done. Finally, some perspecves, in the framework of the NAOSEQUIPEX and remOcean-ERC projects will be discussed.

The PRONUTS: a PROVOR-based NO3 profiling float
Two NO3 sensors were commercially available at the beginning of the project, both developed by Satlanc Inc: the SUNA and the ISUS sensors. The two instruments are based on the same principle: the measured absorpon on the UV part of the spectrum permits to evaluate the
NO3 concentraon, using the Beer-Lambert law. The SUNA sensor is the most recently developed device and the manufacturer suggested it
as our primary choice. It is smaller and more compact than the ISUS, and, consequently, could be more easily integrated on a PROVOR. For
the ISUS integraon on an APEX, important hardware modiﬁcaons were required (the instrument was squeezed and recombined in the
interior of the APEX). A similar operaon was required to mount an ISUS on a PROVOR, inevitably increasing technical diﬃcules and ﬁnal
costs. But since the ISUS has already been mounted on a proﬁling ﬂoat (Johnson et al., 2010), collecng data of very high quality, while no
similar experiences existed on the SUNA, its development seemed important.
Both sensors are easily integrated with the PROVOR so?ware, more speciﬁcally the version implemented on the PROVBIO. However, only the
NO3 concentraon was transmi ed on land, instead of the complete acquired absorpon spectrum. This was the main diﬀerence with the
APEX technical soluon and the one having the greatest impact on the data quality. We will deserve a speciﬁc discussion in the next paragraphs.
A?er exchanges with our American and Canadian colleagues, and a?er some, preliminary tests, we decided to implement two versions of
PRONUTS, the one equipped with a SUNA (PRONUTS-SUNA), the other with an ISUS (PRONUTS-ISUS). In the ﬁrst case, the sensor was simply
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connected to the PROVOR motherboard and externally installed on the side of the PROVOR tube (Figure 1, right). In the
second case, the ISUS was enrely dismantled and then reassembled into the PROVOR chassis, similarly to the APEX
version (Figure 1, le?).
All the preliminary tests (i.e. ﬂoatability, transmission, energy,
on-board data processing) carried out on land or during some
short deployments were successful for both versions. The two
prototypes were ready to be deployed in May 2011.

Figure 1 : The two PRONUTS prototypes: right the PRONUTSSUNA, on the le7 the PRONUTS-ISUS

Figure 2 :Trajectories and posions of the proﬁles for the two PRONUTS in
the North Western Mediterranean Sea. Triangles: PRONUTS-SUNA; Circles:
PRONUTS-ISUS. Red dots indicate the deployement points (28 June 2011).
Green dots indicate the last posion at the moment of the wring of this
note (end of February 2012).

The North Western Mediterranean Deployment
During the summer 2011, the two PRONUTS were deployed in the open North Western Mediterranean(Figure 2), in the framework of the
Mediterranen Ocean Observing System for the Environment observing system (MOOSE) during the MOOSE-GE cruise (PI P. Testor). The area
was selected for two main reasons:

• in a strong oligotrophic environment lasng for most of the year, winter deep water convecon events, followed by huge phytoplankton
blooms, are recurrently observed in the area (D'Ortenzio et al., 2009); the range of variability of the NO3 concentraons was supposed to
be high, giving an ideal site to test the PRONUTS performance(Marty et al., 2002);
• in the framework of the French MOOSE Mediterranean observing system (h p://www.allenvi.fr/?page_id=777) the area is recurrently
monitored by research vessels, which strongly facilitates any logisc issues during the PRONUTS tests (in case of failure, for example, a
recover of the proﬁling ﬂoats could be easily planned).
The sampling strategy was strictly the same for the two PRONUTS, and it was ﬁxed to be as close as possible to the strategy of the APEX NO3
ﬂoat. At 100 levels from 1000m depth (at 10 m resoluon) to surface seven measurements were acquired in a very rapid sequence, and
transmi ed to land at the proﬁling ﬂoat surfacing. Inial cycling frequency was based on the standard ARGO protocol (10 days), although
sensor restricons limited the maximum proﬁling depth to 1000m. Parking depth was set at 1000m.
Data processing was diﬀerent from the APEX-NO3 protocol (K. Johnson, personal com). For the APEX-NO3 proﬁling ﬂoat, the whole acquired
spectrum (from 200 to 400 nm) was transmi ed on land. The NO3 concentraons were then derived by speciﬁc algorithms, which corrected
eventual sensor bias or any interference in the UV absorpon due to salinity and temperature eﬀects (Sakamoto et al., 2009). For the PRONUTS, the esmaon of the NO3 concentraons was carried out directly by the sensors, and no informaon on the spectrum were available
on land. Consequently, the PRONUTS data could be likely aﬀected by erroneous NO3 esmaons, which could not be corrected.
For this reason, a high-resoluon proﬁle of NO3 concentraons by water samples analysis was carried out during the deployment, and a calibraon of the ﬁrst proﬁles was performed (Figure 3). For the following proﬁles, a preliminary calibraon procedure was applied, based on
two main hypotheses derived during the tests on land (Lavigne et al. in preparaon). According to the ﬁrst hypothesis, NO3 concentraon at
depth is relavely stable all along an annual cycle. More speciﬁcally, we assume that the possible variaons of the NO3 concentraon at
depth are about the sensors accuracy (+/- 2 μmole). For each proﬁle, and for the whole lifeme of the PRONUTS, a calibraon factor was
calculated by diﬀerence between the average of the PRONUTS data in the 800-1000 m layer and the deep values obtained at the deployment
by water sample analysis. The second hypothesis is that the calibraon factor could be linearly applied to the whole proﬁle (i.e. possible bias
of the sensors is linear).
Presently (February 2012) 43 NO3 proﬁles of the PRONUTS-SUNA and 46 proﬁles of the PRONUTS-ISUS were collected (Figure 4) and validated (i.e. correct lat/lon posion, complete proﬁle). The PRONUTS-ISUS experienced a serious transmission failure in September, with a total
loss of contact. Fortunately, the contact was re-established in November and, up to now, no other severe malfuncons were detected. The
data of the PRONUTS-SUNA were generally more noisy than the data of the PRONUTS-ISUS (compare error bars on Figure 3).
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For both sensors, the calibraon method appears promising. A?er the applicaon of the calibraon factors, the surface values during the oligotrophic
period (i.e. August to October) are close to zero, as expected in the area. NO3
surface concentraons start to be signiﬁcant when important events of mixed
layer deepening bring nitrates from the deep reservoir to the surface
through mixing (i.e. in December 2011, for the PRONUTS-SUNA, Figure 4). The
event of mixed layer deepening observed by the PRONUTS-ISUS (> 1000m),
which induced a complete homogenizaon of the NO3 concentraons (Figure
4) is parcularly spectacular. In order to be er monitor the sequence of the
mixed layer deepening and the modiﬁcaons of the NO3 concentraon vercal structure, the frequency of cycling from both prototypes was switched to
2 days, starng from the 15th of January.
This mechanism of re-distribuon of NO3 along the water column a?er a
deep mixing event is relavely a well known process, but was never quanﬁed in-situ like that before to our knowledge.

Conclusions and Perspectives
At the present day (February 2012), the two PRONUTS are sll operaonal,
and the acquired data are visible in real-me on the web (h p://
www.oao.obs-vlfr.fr/pronuts/pronuts.html). Despite some technical problems
(in parcular on the PRONUTS-ISUS), both prototypes successfully carried out
their mission. The calibraon procedure, although not perfect, seems to accomplish the ﬁrst-order ous scienﬁc requirements (i.e. depths of nitraclines),
and appears as a promising method when absorpon spectrum data are not
available. However, the strong mixing event observed by the PRONUTS-ISUS,
modifying the NO3 concentraons over the whole water column, could overrule our ﬁrst calibraon hypothesis. A ﬁrst check of the quality of the method
will be possible at the coming back of oligotrophic condions (i.e. June, July),
when surface NO3 concentraon values should be close to zero again. Alternavely, the recovery of the prototypes is considered. This operaon, although always potenally risky, could allow to evaluate the degree of degradaon of the two prototypes and of the sensors.

Figure 3 : First proﬁles of NO3 concentraon from the two PRONUTS prototypes (black lines) and the corresponding standard
deviaon (grey lines). Red crosses indicate the NO3 esmaons by
water samples carried out at the deployement (28 June 2011).
Upper panels: PRONUTS-ISUS ; lower panels : PRONUTS-SUNA. On
the le5 : not calibrated NO3 proﬁles ; right: calibrated proﬁles.

The experience and the know-how acquired during the PRONUTS project will
be strongly capitalized in the next years. Two important funded projects (the
NAOS EQUIPEX, PI PY LeTraon, h p://www.naos-equipex.fr/Le-Projet, and
the remOcean ERC Advanced Grant, PI H. Claustre, h p://www.oao.obsvlfr.fr/projectssm/ongoing-large-projectssm) plan to deploy more than 60
biogeochemical proﬁling ﬂoats in key areas of the world ocean (North Atlanc, Mediterranean, Arcc) during the period 2012-2015. The pool of the NAOS and remOcean biogeochemical proﬁling ﬂoats will parally include a new
version of PROVBIO. This new version will be equipped with the “standard”
PROVBIO sensors suite (CTD, backsca erometers, irradiance sensors, ﬂuorometers for Chl and CDOM, optodes for oxygen) plus a NO3 concentraon
sensor (most likely a SUNA).
No more PRONUTS will be produced. The two prototypes demonstrated the
feasibility of the PROVOR based observaons of NO3 concentraons and the
next step is now to couple such physical and chemical observaons with biological ones.

Figure 4 : Times series of the NO3 concentraon as a funcon of
me and depth. Upper panel PRONUTS-SUNA ; lower panel PRONUTS-ISUS. The black lines indicate the mixed layer depth, esmated from T and S proﬁles of the ﬂoats. The arrows indicate the
me of the proﬁles.
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Background
The concept of underwater gliders emerged from the work of Douglas Webb in 1986. His scienst colleague Henry Stommel ancipated their
development and their use. He wrote an impressive “science ﬁcon” arcle which was published in Oceanography (Stommel, 1989). In looking back on Stommel’s arcle ancipang autonomous gliders, we can now marvel at how much of what followed he had predicted. In the
1990 s, while gliders were being developed and successfully passing ﬁrst tests, their potenal use for ocean research started to be discussed
in internaonal conferences because they could help us improve the cost-eﬀecveness, sampling, and distribuon of the ocean observaons
(see OceanObs’99 Conference Statement – UNESCO). A?er the prototype phase, three diﬀerent operaonal gliders (Figure 1) were presented by their designers in Davis et al. (2002) and applicaons to ocean research were highlighted in Rudnick et al. (2004). Later on, one could
only witness the growing glider acvity throughout the world.
In 2004, the ﬁrst European glider experiments were carried out in the framework of the European project MFSTEP of the Fi?h Framework
Programme (FP5). Later, the European FP6 project MERSEA in 2006-2009 and several naonal past and on-going projects have supported
many glider operaons in European and foreign waters. The ﬁrst glider experiments in Europe brought together several teams that were
interested in the technology and a consorum formed naturally from these informal collaboraons. This relavely small group then expanded as increasing numbers of instuons began invesng in this technology. In 2006, yearly European Gliding Observatories (EGO) Workshops
and Glider Schools were ﬁrst organized, which a racted teams from outside Europe (Australia, Canada, Mexico, South Africa, USA), whilst
also becoming the internaonal forum for glider acvies (h p://www.ego-network.org). Because of the internaonal interest, as well as the
relevance to a number of stakeholders, EGO has now come to mean “Everyone's Gliding Observatories.”

Figure 1: The three operaonal gliders (from le5 to right: Seaglider, Slocum, Spray) transferring, while at surface, the data they just collected underwater
and receiving new commands thanks to the bidireconal link Iridium link.
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The group discussions within EGO turned into a Community White Paper presenng the glider acvity of the last
10 years and some prospects for the next 10 years for
the observaon of the global ocean, which was presented at the OceanObs’09 Conference in Venice (Testor et
al. 2010). Impressive results have already resulted from
the glider acvity. Using various on-board sensors, gliders resolve a wide range of spaal and temporal scales
and reveal an amazing number of oceanic features. Glider data help us to be er understand and characterize the
oceanic physical and biogeochemical variability at basin
scale, mesoscale, and even submesoscale (from 103 km
horizontally and 1 month to 1 km and 1 hour). There is
now a general agreement that the further development
of ocean observaons with gliders is necessary to be er
understand the ocean because they are capable to provide sustained synopc observaons of wide area ocean
regions. Moreover, the assimilaon of glider data in global and/or regional/coastal numerical models can signiﬁ- Figure 2: EGO - COST Acon ES0904 partner countries in the European area on
cantly reduce the uncertaines of our ocean state es- 2012/02/21 (BE, CY, DE, FI, ES ,FR, GR, IL, IR, IS, IT, NO, PL, PT, SE, UK), South Africa has
mates (physical and biogeochemical) leading to more already joined the Acon, Australia, Canada, Egypt, Mexico, Tunisia and Turkey have
expressed their intenon to join.
accurate “ocean products” that provide new research
opportunies and economic applicaons (e.g. ﬁsh farming, oils spill detecon and spreading) but also sasfy safety aspects (e.g. search and rescue, naval applicaons) and decision making.
Some key challenges have emerged from the expansion of the glider system and require now se8ng up a sustainable European as well as a
global system to operate glider and to ensure a smooth and sustained link to the Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS). Glider technology
faces many scienﬁc, technological and logiscal issues. In parcular, it approaches the challenge of controlling many steerable probes in a
variable environment for be er sampling. It also needs the development of new formats and procedures in order to build glider observatories at a global level. Several geographically distributed teams of oceanographers now operate gliders, and there is a risk of fragmentaon.
Our consorum intends to solve most of these issues through scienﬁc and technological coordinaon and networking. This approach is supported by the ESF through Cooperaon in the ﬁeld of Scienﬁc and Technical Research (COST). The COST Ac0on ES0904 “EGO” started in July
2010 aiming to build internaonal cooperaon and capacies at the scienﬁc, technological, and organizaonal levels, for sustained observaons of the oceans with gliders. Yearly calls provide the opportunity to grant student exchanges, travel, meengs, training, and publicaons
that are related to our glider acvity (see h p://www.ego-cost.eu). One major impact of the COST Acon was the incepon of several European countries to get involved in aspects related to underwater glider operaons (Figure 2). Another major impact of this Acon was the
elaboraon of the EU Collaborave Project GROOM, Gliders for Research, Ocean Observa0on and Management for the FP7 call “Capacies
– Research Infrastructures”, which addresses the topic “design studies for research infrastructures in all S&T ﬁelds” and its recent acceptance
(see h p://www.groom-fp.eu).

The GROOM project: A Design Study on a European Research Infrastructure for gliders
The GROOM project started in November 2011 and addresses more speciﬁcally the progress that can be achieved with gliders to improve the
objecves, coverage, resoluon and organizaon of exisng marine observaon systems. The overarching goal of GROOM is to assess the
requirements and to provide a roadmap for the installaon of a sustained and distributed glider component as part of a European Network
of Marine Observatories and as such as a contribuon to the GOOS. The European glider infrastructure should safely operate individual as
well as ﬂeets of gliders in order to create a connuum of observaons. Operaons shall be coordinated to ﬁll the gaps le? by present marine
observaon systems on global, regional and coastal scale, with beneﬁts for both fundamental marine research and operaonal oceanography.
The GROOM objecves, as well as the assessment of its potenal impacts, are mainly formulated in the context of the concepts, reference
terms and calls raised by the instruments and roadmaps set up recently by the vision statement “Towards a European Network of Marine
Observatories” of the Marine Board (MB) of the European Science Foundaon and by the program Global Monitoring for Environment and
Security (GMES). The MB highlighted that there is a crucial need for “a long term, stable and integrated network of strategic marine observatories, installed and operated through mulnaonal cooperaon and support, providing consistent in-situ data from the seas and oceans in
support of the EU Integrated Marime Policy and as a driver for smart, sustainable and inclusive growth in Europe (Europe 2020)”. The GMES
started to be reality, with the Marine Core Service (MCS), which was rapidly established in line with discussions within the Group for Earth
Observaon (GEO). The MyOcean programme started in 2009 and is now implemenng the adequate and sustained framework for the integraon of data needed for the 4D mapping of the state of the ocean to deliver marine services. As an important consequence, the need for
reliable sustained observing system providing adequate in situ data for assimilaon and validaon started to increase. The GMES In-Situ Coordinaon (GISC) was established in 2010 by EEA as an FP7 programme. It is now the reference frame for the assessment of marine observaon systems aiming at providing real-me (RT) data for the MCS and is dra?ing an ocean in situ observing system convenient to the MCS,
based on terms of feasibility, costs and beneﬁts.
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The objecves for this design study for a European glider Research Infrastructure
(RI) are to demonstrate that
1) A distributed architecture of “gliderports” around the European seas and overseas (see ﬁgure 2), working in close coordinaon, is the required and cost eﬀecve
way to operate ﬂeets of gliders in combinaon with the other exisng observing
systems,
2) This glider infrastructure is suitable to deploy, maintain and operate individual as
well as ﬂeets of gliders connuously for operaonal monitoring and research.
3) Such infrastructure can provide a world-class service to the research and environment monitoring communies.
The geographical distribuon (Figure 3) is desirable in the sense that it mulplies Figure 3: GOOS/ROOS considered in the MyOcean project (1)
the possibilies for servicing gliders and is in phase with the ROOS concept. How- Global ocean, (2) Arcc Ocean (Arcc ROOS), (3) Balc Sea
(BOOS), (4) Atlanc European North West Shelf Ocean
ever, it is potenally a weakness as the European glider engineering teams may
(NOOS), (5) Atlanc Iberian Biscay Irish Ocean (IBI-ROOS), (6)
not individually reach the crical size to be able to pilot gliders. The GROOM goal Mediterranean Sea (MOON and Med-GOOS), (7) Black Sea
here is to foster the diﬀerent iniaves from these diﬀerent teams avoiding dupli- (Black Sea-GOOS) ; European possible “gliderports” are indicate eﬀorts. GROOM will help us to reach a stage where gliders can be used in cated by yellow stars.
numbers by the scienﬁc and marine monitoring communies to contribute to the
GOOS/ROOS. Through GROOM we will deploy gliders for dedicated process studies
and creave applicaons and seek to avoid duplicaon of the eﬀorts required by such a glider acvity.
Signiﬁcant progress could be achieved with such an RI for gliders appearing as a single enty based on land facilies in a number of distributed “gliderports”. This would improve:
•

Scienﬁc coordinaon of the European resources (how/where to deploy gliders? which sensors?),

•

Technological coordinaon (to develop new plaborms/sensors),

•

Harmonisaon of the procedures for glider deployments, pilong and recoveries,

•

Deﬁnion of ownership and governance deﬁnion of rules for transnaonal access,

•

Data access and disseminaon with single-point portal and a data/metadata format which is compliant with internaonal standards.
A future European infrastructure for gliders will be deﬁned in GROOM based on
what exists and the exisng, but fragmented, glider infrastructure. A network of
gliderports could compose a distributed
ground segment (Figure 4), which would
have to be based on ght networking for
computers and so?ware, on eﬃcient manmachine interfaces and tools from arﬁcial
intelligence, as well as on at-sea experience. A focus will be given to 1) the currently exisng, distributed groundsegment, 2) the glider scienﬁc payload
technology, 3) the tools to plan/dimension
the glider eﬀort to be made in order to
fulﬁl the scienﬁc objecves deﬁned by
preparatory acons and 4) the costs of the
individual Member State glider acvity.

Figure 4: GROOM vision of integrang the two-way communicaon capabilies in the exisng observing
and modelling system. Sciensts would interact with 24/7 pilots in order to steer the glider ﬂeet in an
opmised way, geGng all relevant informaon on the marine environment (numerical products, remote
sensing images, GIS, in-situ data from other plaHorms, etc.). This would be based on an infrastructure of
several “gliderports” (from le5 to right: communicaon and computer resources, workshops for maintenance and development, pools of gliders, sea-access) distributed according to the GOOS/ROOS strategy.

Such a structure to be designed by the
GROOM project will have to smulate and
not sﬂe all the creave applicaons of
the glider technology. Therefore, the innovave part in operang gliders for science
will be explored. The use of new sensors
and sensor combinaons (synergy) on
gliders to observe, in near real me, all the
components of the marine environment,
including ecosystems (and in parcular in
complex oceanic regions: fronts, submesoscale features, under-ice observaons) will be examined.
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Another one of the main issues that GROOM has to address is to ﬁnd the opmal topology for the gliders' sampling in relaon with the gaps
of the pre-exisng networks (in-situ and satellites) and operaonal circulaon models. Obviously, this depends on the objecves of the networks in terms of spaal and temporal resoluon, the nature and variability of the parameters and processes to be monitored as well as on
the esmate of the ocean state used for the decision. The design and execuon of new missions will have to be carried out to guarantee that
a successful implementaon of the various infrastructure parts designed in GROOM is possible. At the same me, the GROOM project will
trial new techniques and approaches that will be key features for the future ocean observing system.
Finally, the GROOM project aims also at assessing the possible governance of such a European glider observing system. The goal is certainly
not an enty centralizing all European gliders, such as UNOLS for ships in the US or IMOS in Australia. A distributed version is preferred and in
the long term, one can imagine that the diﬀerent glider teams supported by the EU and naonal authories might contribute with their resources to a European pool of gliders. Whether coordinated calls for proposals may be useful, also has to be discussed. This design study will
ﬁrst describe in detail why a governance structure would be required and invesgate how it could be implemented.

Conclusions and perspectives
Sustained observaons of the ocean are mandatory on a variety of space and me scales and gliders can certainly contribute to this, if deployed in combinaon with other exisng ocean observing systems (research vessels, Ocean-Sites moorings, Argo proﬁling ﬂoats, XBTs, satellites, volunteer ships, surface dri?ers, radars, acousc arrays, …) according to science-driven objecves. The opmal conﬁguraon of the
Research Infrastructure proposed by GROOM will have to be beneﬁcial for both marine research and operaonal oceanography, being able
to carry out both intense process studies and connuous monitoring. The gliders oﬀer really new capabilies in terms of sampling and have a
tremendous potenal for the scienﬁc payload, so we expect this project will lead to froner-science studies that cut across plaborms and
types of ocean observaons, and will develop synergies with projects contribung to the GOOS (like Euro-Argo, JERICO, FIXO3, ACOBAR …)
and the project MyOcean2 in the next coming years.
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Why study the Indian Ocean?
There are 23 countries which gather the third of the world’s populaon within and around the Indian Ocean (including the French island of La
Réunion). A lot of these countries have emerging or developing economies, with fragile infrastructures, and a large proporon of the populaon whose livelihood depends on agriculture. This makes most of these countries vulnerable to weather and climate events. Fourteen of the
twenty deadliest cyclones in the world history for example formed within the Bay of Bengal (Longshore 2008). The most recent dramac
example was cyclone Nargis that claimed 140 000 lives in Myanmar in 2008 (Webster 2008).
The Indian Ocean was once thought as a relavely passive ocean from a climate perspecve, in comparison to the neighbouring Paciﬁc Ocean
that hosts the powerful El Niño phenomenon (McPhaden et al. 2006). But recent studies deeply changed this view. First, an intrinsic mode of
interannual climate variability was discovered in the Indian Ocean, and given the (not very imaginave) name of Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD,
Saji et al. 1999, Webster et al. 1999). Several studies suggest that this phenomenon strongly inﬂuences climate variability around the Indian
Ocean (e.g. Yamagata et al. 2004), or the evoluon of El Niño (e.g. Izumo et al. 2010). Second, the Madden-Julian oscillaon (MJO), i.e. the
main mode of atmospheric variability at intraseasonal mescale (Zhang 2005), inially develops in the tropical Indian Ocean, before propagang eastward and aﬀecng tropical rainfall along its track. Several internaonal ﬁled experiments supported by the Climate Variability
(CLIVAR) World Meteorological Organizaon (WMO) program have hence been organized in the Indian Ocean a?er 2000 (MISMO, CIRENE,
CYNDY/DYNAMO). The review paper by Scho et al. (2009) provides a detailed overview of the other numerous incenves to bring back the
Indian Ocean on the front of the climate scene.
One region of parcular interest in that context is the “Thermocline Ridge of the Indian Ocean” (TRIO). In this region (Figure 1a), the mean
structure of the wind promotes Ekman pumping and li?s the thermocline, in parcular during Austral summer. This shallow thermocline coexists with very high Sea Surface Temperatures, close to the threshold of deep atmospheric convecon. This favours strong air-sea interacons at many mescales (see Vialard et al. 2009 for a review). This region is in parcular a cyclogenesis region and Xie et al. (2002) hypothesised that interannual variaons of the heat content there could inﬂuence the number of cyclones that hit La Réunion and/or Madagascar.
This region also has one of the strongest Sea Surface Temperature (SST) responses to the MJO in the Tropics (Duvel and Vialard 2007). Finally,
this region displays interannual SST anomalies associated with IOD and/or El Niño events, with clear climate impacts, for example on the
following monsoon rainfall over west India (Izumo et al. 2008).
For all those reasons, the importance of studying the TRIO region was outlined by the internaonal community (CLIVAR Indian Ocean Panel
science plan, 2006). The Cirene cruise was part of this internaonal eﬀort to understand air-sea interacons at mulple me scales (cyclones,
MJO, IOD) in the TRIO region. In the current newsle er, we will describe the Cirene program, its links with the Mercator and Coriolis projects.
Secon 2 describes the Cirene oceanographic cruise. Secon 3 focus on the large interannual anomalies associated with the IOD captured by
the Cirene, Coriolis and Mercator data. Secon 4 describes the oceanic response to Dora cyclone, as captured by Cirene, and Mercator data.
Secon 5 provides several conclusions, from the Coriolis and Mercator programs perspecve.

The Cirene oceanographic cruise
The main science goal of the Cirene oceanographic cruise was to describe air-sea interacons in the TRIO region. More speciﬁcally, Cirene did
address the following mescales and quesons. 1) What is the oceanic signature of the IOD in the TRIO region, and can we understand its
mechanisms? 2) What are the processes responsible for the strong SST response to the MJO in this region? 3) Does the shallow thermocline
in the TRIO region inﬂuence cyclogenesis and do interannual anomalies associated with the IOD inﬂuence cyclogenesis in this region?
Cirene was endorsed by the CLIVAR Indian Ocean and Asian-Australian Monsoon Panels (IOP and AAMP). Cirene was an element of the Coriolis contribuon to the Argo program by deploying a total of 19 PROVOR proﬁling ﬂoats (9 in 2005 and 10 in 2007) within the TRIO region.
Cirene also contributed to the internaonal Research Moored Array for African-Asian-Australian Monsoon Analysis and Predicon (RAMA)
program (McPhaden et al. 2009), with the deployment of the ﬁrst ﬂux reference site in the TRIO region in January 2007 and its maintenance
in July 2008.
There is a two-way interacon between the Cirene and Mercator / Coriolis programs. Cirene contributes to Coriolis through instrument deployments (PROVOR proﬁlers, XBT during the cruises) and to Mercator by analysis and re-analysis evaluaon, as will be illustrated in this
newsle er. In return, Coriolis and Cirene data products provided the necessary large-scale context in which to insert the Cirene data, allow-
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ing for a richer data analysis and be er understanding of processes. This two-way approach will be illustrated as o?en as possible in the current newsle er.

Figure 1. a) Average 0-300m temperature climatology in DecemberMarch from the WOA09 database (colors) with QuickScat DecemberMarch wind climatology as vectors. The TRIO region is roughly outlined
by the black frame. In this region, the wind-driven Ekman ﬂow
(schemazed by thick black arrows) results in a shallow thermocline.
The South Equatorial Counter Current (SECC) lies on the northern ﬂank
of the thermocline ridge, and the South Equatorial Current (SEC) on its
southern ﬂank. b) Zoom of the black frame in a. The Suroît track (with
XBT deployments every 30 miles) is indicated in black (1st leg) and red
(2nd leg). PROVOR proﬁlers deployement sites are indicated in orange.
The 8°S, 67°E RAMA mooring is indicated by a blue circle and the long
Suroît staon 30 miles further east by an orange circle

Cirene was the oceanographic part of the Vasco-Cirene project. The Vasco project focussed on cyclogenesis and air-sea interacons associated with the MJO; and was based on surface layer balloon (Aeroclippers) deployments from the Seychelles (Duvel et al. 2009). The synchronous Cirene cruise, on board Ifremer (Instut Français de Recherche pour l’Exploitaon de la Mer) R/V Le Suroît was organized in two legs, in
January and February 2007. The cruise started, made a port call and returned to Victoria in Seychelles. The ﬁrst leg track is indicated in black
on ﬁgure 1b, and the second leg is indicated in red. Expandable bathythermographs provided by the Coriolis program were deployed every
30 miles along both legs (ﬁgure 1b). A north-south secon across the thermocline ridge was performed at 67°E. PROVOR proﬁlers provided
by the Coriolis program were deployed at 3°S (3 proﬁlers), 5°S (3 proﬁlers), 7°S (3 proﬁlers) and 9°S (1 proﬁler, ﬁgure 1b). The groups of 3
proﬁlers were deployed with standard Argo proﬁling characteriscs (e.g. one proﬁle every 10 days, 1000m parking depth, 0-2000m proﬁles),
but were programmed to proﬁle every third alternate-day, hence providing an increased temporal resoluon during the ﬁrst few months
a?er the cruise. A mooring was deployed at 8°S, 67°E as part of the RAMA program. Most of the cruise consisted of a long staon at 8°S, 67°
30’E, with intense air-sea ﬂuxes, and high-frequency ocean proﬁles sampling (refer to Vialard et al. 2009 for a more detailed descripon of
the cruise).
The cruise science objecves were to monitor cyclones, the
MJO and the oceanic signature of the IOD. We were lucky with
two of those three objecves during the cruise itself. A strong
IOD event occurred in late 2006, and generated strong thermocline depth anomalies in the eastern half of the Indian Ocean,
between 5°S and 12°S. By the me of the cruise, these anomalies had propagated westward as planetary waves and we monitored the vercal structure in the region of largest sea level
interannual anomalies (Vialard et al. 2009). The whole duraon
of the Cirene cruise was associated with inacve MJO, but the
instruments deployed during the cruise (RAMA mooring, Argo
proﬁlers) allowed to monitor and analyse the processes of a
very strong MJO event in late 2007 (see conclusions).
On January 27 2011, a tropical disturbance formed almost exactly over the mooring and Suroît locaon. The system was
upgraded to a moderate tropical storm named Dora on January
29. Dora meandered southward (see Figure 2 for the Dora
track) over the next two days while strengthening, and MétéoFrance upgraded it to a tropical cyclone early on February 1.
Dora reached its strongest intensity (930 hPa and 190 km/h
th
Figure 2. (Le7) GLORYS2 SST analysis on the 10 February 2007. (Right) TMI-AMSR-E
microwave SST esmates on the same date. The full track of the Dora cyclone is indi- winds) on February 3, at about 15°S and remained intense unl
cated by the black line. The recorded posions of the cyclones on that day are indicad- the 9th. The Vasco-Cirene program provided unique observaons of both the oceanic response to the storm (Le Vaillant et
ed by black disk (the average cyclone maximum winds on that day was 25 ms-1).
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al. 2012) in a region of strong air-sea interacons, and of surface winds in the storm eye wall from Aeroclippers further south (Duvel et al.
2009).
In the next two secons, we will focus on describing the ocean signature of the IOD and then of the Dora cyclone, from a combinaon of
Cirene and Coriolis data, and from the Mercator GLORYS2 re-analysis.
Figure 3. Latude-depth secon of temperature interannual anomalies along the Cirene secon at
67°E from a) Cirene XBT measurements and b) GLORYS2 re-analysis. The WOA09 climatology is
used in both cases to compute interannual anomalies.

Figure 4. Average oceanic proﬁles at 8°S, 67°30’E during Januray-February 2007 (Cirene data in
red and GLORYS2 re-analysis in black). a) Temperature and b) Salinity anomalies with respect to
the WOA09 climatology. c) Zonal (connuous line) and meridional (dashed line) current.

Sampling the Indian Ocean Dipole
In the past there had been li le observaons in the TRIO region in general, and no in situ salinity and currents measurements of the IOD signature in parcular (Vialard et al. 2009). Figure 3 shows a meridional secon of the temperature anomaly through the TRIO at 67°E from the
Coriolis-sponsored XBT secon (3a) and from the Mercator GLORYS2 re-analysis (3b). Both capture the very clear warm anomaly in the thermocline. The basic mechanisms of those thermocline depth anomalies is already known in the TRIO region, from the study of Masumoto and
Meyers (1998) study: Ekman pumping associated with the IOD easterly anomalies in winter drive mass convergence between 5°S and 10°S in
the eastern and Central Indian ocean, which then propagates westward as planetary waves.
But Cirene also provided a one-month salinity and currents proﬁles record at that point from conducvity-temperature-depth (CTD) and lowered Acousc Doppler Current Proﬁler (ADCP) measurements from the Suroît (Figure 4). This ﬁgure shows that the upper 100m were anomalously fresh by 0.2 to 0.5 psu at the same locaon (Figure 4b). It also shows relavely strong westward currents down to 800 m, in a transion region between the South Equatorial Counter Current (SECC) and South Equatorial Current (SEC). This scienﬁc objecve interacted with
Coriolis and Mercator objecves in two ways, illustrated here. First, the Cirene CTD and L-ADCP data has been retained from operaonal
databases so far, so that ﬁgure 4 provides a real test for the performance of the GLORYS2 re-analysis. If the agreement of the Cirene and
GLORYS2 thermal proﬁle is not surprising (the XBT secon of ﬁgure 3 was assimilated), the general agreement of the salinity anomalies proﬁle is more convincing (GLORYS2 is only constrained by neighbouring Argo proﬁles). But the best demonstraon of the quality of the GLORYS2 analysis in this region is the agreement of the currents proﬁles (currents are only constrained indirectly via mulvariate constraints in
the data assimilaon and by the ocean model). Now that the good performance of GLORYS2 in this region has been established, it will be
possible to use it in the future to reach our scienﬁc goals. The CORA data, an objecve analysis of Argo data produced by Coriolis, provides
another way to restore the local Cirene observaons in their large scale context. Figure 5 shows that there is a clear separaon between
fresh water from the eastern Indian Ocean and saler water to the west. More detailed budget analysis (Praveen Kumar et al. in prep) show
that westward displacements of this region are driven by zonal advecon, while the sudden salt increase that happens every year at mid-year
is linked to southward advecon by the annual average Ekman ﬂow. This provides an explanaon of the salinity anomalies in ﬁgure 4b: the
anomalous westward currents observed during Cirene (ﬁgure 4c) pushed fresh water more than usually (ﬁgure 5), resulng in a fresh anomaly at the Cirene locaon.

Oceanic response to the Dora cyclone
As we discussed earlier, the Dora tropical disturbance formed almost exactly at the Cirene site locaon, and later travelled south. Cyclones
tend to cool the ocean surface along their track: the cyclone “cold wake”. The Dora cold wake is obvious on ﬁgure 2b, from TMI-AMSRE sur-
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face temperature observaons. For intense cyclones like Dora, and close to the cyclone track, most of the cyclone-induced cooling is due to
intense vercal mixing (e.g. Vincent et al. 2012a for a recent and global quanﬁcaon of that eﬀect). Air-sea ﬂuxes (enhanced turbulent ﬂuxes and diminished shortwave) play in comparison a much smaller role. Theorecal and observaonal studies (e.g. Emanuel 1999, Cione and
Ulhorn 2003) both indicate that the cold wake provides a strong negave feedback to the cyclone development by liming evaporaon that
“feeds” the cyclone heat engine. They esmate that a 1°C cooling can reduce the cyclone intensity by ~40%. This is a strong incenve to
study air-sea interacons under tropical cyclones in shallow thermocline regions such as the TRIO region. In the case of Dora, we are parcularly interested in esmang whether the anomalously deep thermocline associated with the IOD favoured Dora intensiﬁcaon.
Figure 2 provides an evaluaon of the oceanic response to Dora in the GLORYS2 re-analysis. The cold wake is obviously strongly underesmated in GLORYS2 (compare ﬁgure 2a and 2b, to the east of the track between 20 and 30°S). Cooling under tropical cyclones is strongly driven by mixing, and hence by the wind speed (and the cyclone displacement speed as well, but we won’t discuss this here). Figure 6 shows a
comparison of the maximum Dora wind speed in the GLORYS2 atmospheric forcing (blue), direct measurements along one Aeroclipper track
(red), and the maximum wind speed from the IBTrACS cyclone database (Knapp et al. 2010, thick black line). It is obvious that the GLORYS2
forcing, that comes from the ERAinterim re-analysis (that has a 79 km horizontal resoluon) strongly underesmates the maximum winds
associated with the cyclone, and hence, the oceanic response. In the recent years (i.e. the sca erometer era), the root mean square error of
maximum winds from 3-hourly ERA-interim to IBTRACS data is indeed 9 m/s for tropical cyclones (17<Vmx<33m/s), and 28 m/s for stronger
hurricanes (Jourdain et al. 2012). The GLORYS re-analysis suﬀers from the same problems, indicang that the higher resoluon ECMWF operaonal winds (25 km during Cirene, 16 km since January 2010) use to force it do not resolve cyclones much be er. In addion, assimilaon of
satellite SST in GLORYS is not suﬃcient to correct such brief and intense cooling events: it only corrects 1/3 of the cold wake underesmaon
in GLORYS (Jourdain et al. 2012).

Conclusions
We have not discussed results associated with the MJO response in this newsle er. They also illustrate the Cirene philosophy (i.e., the combinaon of a process study with longer terms observing systems) quite well. There was no acve MJO during Cirene, but a strong event in late
2007. The RAMA mooring deployed during Cirene allowed us to analyse mechanisms of the SST signature of the MJO, and to conclude that
air-sea heat ﬂuxes were the dominang process (Vialard et al. 2008). In that study, the improved Argo proﬁlers coverage in the TRIO region
that resulted from Cirene-deployed Coriolis providers, allowed to compensate for missing data at the mooring locaon, and to reach our
scienﬁc objecves. In the other science quesons that we invesgated in the current newsle er, we also promoted interacons between
mulple data sources. Cirene for example contributed to instrument deployments for Coriolis, and helps validang the Mercator GLORYS2 reanalysis. But in return, Mercator and Coriolis data products help us answering our science quesons, in parcular at the MJO and IOD mescales.
We will ﬁnish this paper with a couple of recommendaons. First, Mercator analyses are now of suﬃcient quality to help us answering some
of our science quesons. A lot of these quesons in oceanography ulmately resolve in trying to explain why the temperature, or currents
changed a way or another. A very useful tool for that are the various physical terms of the heat, salt and momentum equaons computed
from the ocean model. Those outputs are currently not available for Mercator re-analyses, but should be made available for scienﬁc use in
the future. In a data assimilaon context, the source/sinks terms associated with the assimilaon increments should of course be made available along with the other physical terms.
Our second conclusion (and recommendaon) is that the ocean response to cyclones is not well accounted for in the Mercator analyses and
re-analyses. This is largely due to a strong underesmaon of cyclone maximum winds in the ECMWF forcing products. Of course, this may
not be a problem for cyclone intensity forecast purposes in which the key queson is to provide a good esmate of the oceanic state ahead
of the cyclone (Vincent et al. 2012b). But the eﬀects of a cyclone take more than one month before being dissipated (Vincent et al. 2012a),
and a bad accounng of those hence also aﬀects the ocean analysis well a?er the cyclone passage. It is diﬃcult to propose a good soluon in
an operaonal context, but we suggest that the approach of Vincent et al. (2012ab) could be followed in future Mercator re-analyses. In this
approach, the cyclone strong winds along observed cyclone tracks from the IBTrACS database are speciﬁed using an analycal model ﬁ ed to
observaons (Willoughby et al. 2006). Vincent et al. (2012ab) show that this results in a good agreement between the TMI-AMSRE and modelled cold wake.
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Introduction
South of Africa, the Southern Ocean provides the export channel for NADW to the global ocean and the passage for heat and salt from the
Indian and Paciﬁc oceans (Figure 1). This region is inﬂuenced by the largest turbulence observed in the ocean. The eastward ﬂowing ACC, the
South Atlanc Current and NADW meet with the westward ﬂow of Indian waters carried by the Agulhas Current, leading to water masses
exchanges through jets, meanders, vorces, and ﬁlaments interacons. These local mesoscale and submesoscale interacons and the derived meridional ﬂuxes might constute the major link between the Southern Ocean and the global meridional overturning circulaon
(MOC). At the same me, mixing and air-sea interacons are responsible for signiﬁcant water masses properes modiﬁcaons. Mounng
evidence from palaeoceanographic and modelling studies suggest that interocean exchanges south of Africa are drivers of global climate
change. For example, through their southern inﬂuence on the Atlanc poron of the OC, changes in the ﬂux of warm, salty waters from the
Indian Ocean may have triggered the end of ice ages, as well as eﬀecng shorter-term climate variability. Yet, owing to the relave isolaon
of the region from the US and Europe, few modern observaons me series existed in this sector of the global ocean before 2004. This was
the main reason to foster an internaonal cooperaon to monitor regularly this oceanic sector.

Figure 1. Schemac of the world ocean overturning circulaon. Red is surface ﬂows, blue and purple are deep ﬂows, and yellows and greens represent transions between depths. Base map derived by S. Speich, adapted from R. Lumpkin. This map is based on Speich et al., 2007, Blanke et al. 2001, and Lumpkin and
Speer, 2007.

The project has been named GoodHope (GH herea?er) by the Cape of Good Hope. The internaonal partnership is gathering together means
(in terms of human, observing plaborms, ship me and general ﬁnancial support) from 11 diﬀerent instuons and six countries (France,
South Africa, United States, Germany, Russia and Spain). The project is coordinated by the Laboratoire de Physique des Océans, Brest, France.
It has been approved in 2003 by the Internaonal CLIVAR panel and endorsed by SCAR and CliC.
The GH experiment includes conducvity– temperature–depth (CTD) measurements (ﬁve realizaons performed by the Shirshov Instute of
Moscow, and a French muldisciplinary one, BONUS-GoodHope, achieved in early 2008 in the framework of the Internaonal Polar Year),
geochemical tracer samplings, and expendable bathythermograph (XBT) measurements on the same and separate cruises. A large poron of
the GH secon was designed to follow a groundtrack of the JASON satellite, with the aim of joining hydrographic and almetric data analyses
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(Figure 2). ARGO ﬂoats launched during these cruises furthermore provide yearround hydrographic informaon on the region. A ﬁrst descripon of water masses
and full depth transport observaons along the GH transect in late 2004 can be
found in Gladyshev et al. (2008). Since it starts, GH has been one of the major projects in improving the data coverage of the Southern Ocean in terms of number of
available monthly proﬁles.
With the relavely important number of full-depth hydrographic cruises, of high
resoluon XBT sampling, of deployed proﬁling ﬂoats and satellite almetry in complement with numerical simulaon analyses we have been able to improve quantavely the knowledge on regional dynamics and water properes exchanged south of
Africa. In parcular the increased number of vercal proﬁles obtained by the repeat
deployment of Argo ﬂoats along the GH line allowed us to make important progresses on the understanding and quanfying parcular aspects of the regional dynamics.
They include the esmate of the ACC variability for the upper 2500 m (Swart et al.
2010; Swart and Speich 2010; the regional mixing layer heat budget (Faure et al.
2010); aspects of the regional mesoscale dynamics (Gladyshev et al. 2008; Dencausse et al. 2011; Arhan et al. 2011); the Indo-Atlanc Antarcc Intermediate Water
(AAIW) exchanges (Rusciano et al. 2012); global esmates of halothermosteric variability in connecon with sea-level changes (von Schukman et al. 2012).
Herea?er we describe some of the results we obtained that are based, at least parally, on analyses of Argo data within the GH project.

Figure 2. Locaons of the GoodHope CTD and XBT secons.

Antarctic Circumpolar Current Variability
By using the enre in situ GH data set (full-depth hydrography and Argo data) we developed a proxy method based on the technique originally developed by Sun and Wa s (2001 and 2002) and Wa s et al. (2001) for the SO to project hydrographic secons onto a baroclinic stream
funcon coordinate Γ(π,ɸ) (in this case dynamic height at the sea surface, referenced to a common pressure, ɸ2500) in order to give us insight into the subsurface thermohaline structure of the ACC. This projecon is called the gravest empirical mode (GEM). In parcular, we
combined the GEM with satellite almetry SSH data and demonstrated the ability of this method to recreate in situ observaons (Swart et al.
2010; Swart and Speich, 2010). This method provides us with a valuable 16 year me series (weekly intervals) of temperature and salinity
ﬁelds at the GH line, which can be used to improve our understanding of the ocean dynamics in this least understood ‘‘choke point’’ of the
ACC. Almetry GEM (AGEM) is the name we assigned to this product. For the ﬁrst me, the AGEM is able to provide informaon on the subsurface baroclinic structure of the ocean at eddy resolving spaal and temporal scales.
The connuous me series of thermohaline ﬁelds are, for example, exploited to understand the dynamic nature of the ACC fronts in the region. In parcular, we derived weekly esmates of heat content (HC) and salt content (SC) for the ACC along GH (Figure 3). These esmates
compare favorably to observed data. The resulng 16-year me series of HC and SC esmates are used to explain the subsurface thermoha-

Figure 3. A Hovmöller representaon of the (a) HCA
and (b) SCA between the surface and 2500 dbar,
along the GH line, from 1992-2008. The latudinal
posions of the ACC fronts (thin black lines) are from
north to south: STF, SAF, APF, SACCF, SBdy. Adapted
from Swart and Speich (2010).
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line variability at each ACC front and frontal zone. The variability at the Subantarcc Zone (SAZ) is principally driven by the presence of Agulhas Rings, which occur in this region approximately 2.7 mes per annum and are responsible for the longest and highest scales of observed
variability.
The variability of the SAZ is responsible for over 50% and 60% of the total ACC HC and SC variability, respecvely. Poleward of the SAZ, the
variability is largely determined by the inﬂuence of the local topography on the fronts of the region and can be explained by the conservaon
of potenal vorcity. Wavelet analysis is conducted on the me series of meridionally integrated HC and SC in each ACC front and frontal
zone, revealing a consistent seasonal mode that becomes more dominant towards the south of the ACC. The lower frequency signals are
compared with two dominant modes of variability in the Southern Ocean. The Southern Annular Mode correlates well with the HC and SC
anomaly esmates at the Antarcc Polar Front, while the Southern Oscillaon Index appears to have connecons to the variability found in
the very southern domains of the ACC.

Mixing Layer Heat Budget
While the oceanic region located south of South Africa has been studied extensively for its dynamical processes contribung to the transfer
of Indian Ocean Central Water to the South Atlanc, other issues related to air-sea ﬂuxes and water mass conversion, though also inﬂuencing
the inter-oceanic exchanges, have been comparavely less examined in this area than at other longitudes of the Southern Ocean. A reason
for this certainly resides in the fact that no Subantarcc Mode Water (SAMW) is formed in the SAZ south of Africa, unlike in the Indian Ocean
and Paciﬁc Ocean (McCartney, 1977; Sallée et al., 2008).

Figure 4. Seasonal variaons of the SML heat budget terms of equaon (1), averaged over the period 2004-2008. (a) The SML heat rate of change (le7 hand
side of equaon (1)) is shown along with each forcing term. (b) The heat rate of change is shown along with the sum of the forcing terms. Uncertaines were
computed assuming that the number of independent individual heat budget esmates was one ﬁ7h of the number of ARGO proﬁles each month. Adapted from
Faure et al. 2011.

In this study we used ARGO hydrographic proﬁles, two hydrographic GH transects, and satellite measurements of air-sea exchange parameters to characterize the properes and seasonal heat budget variaons of the Surface Mixed Layer (SML) south of Africa (Faure et al. 2011).
Two recent studies using ARGO ﬂoats, though not focused on the region south of Africa, provide informaon on the SML heat balance in this
sector of the Southern Ocean. Sallée et al. (2006), while studying the formaon of SAMW in the southeastern Indian Ocean, found that upstream (west) of this formaon area heang by eddy diﬀusion related to the nearby South Indian western boundary current system (the
Agulhas Current and Agulhas Return Current) counterbalances the cooling due to air-sea ﬂuxes and Ekman transport. Dong et al. (2007), in a
circumpolar study of the Southern Ocean SML heat budget, underlined the role of air-sea ﬂuxes at the seasonal me scale, and the relave
weakness of the geostrophic advecon term, in contrast with western boundary current regions.
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The analysis disnguishes the Subtropical domain (STZ), and the SAZ, Polar Frontal Zone (PFZ) and Antarcc Zone (AZ) of the ACC. While no
Subantarcc Mode Water forms in that region, occurrences of deep SML (up to ~450 m) are observed in the SAZ in ancyclones detached
from the Agulhas Current retroﬂecon or Agulhas Return Current. These are present latudinally throughout the SAZ, but preferenally at
longitudes 10°E-20°E where, according to Dencausse et al. 2011, the S-STF is interrupted. Likely owing to this exchange window and to transfers at the SAF also enhanced by the ancyclones, the SAZ shows a wide range of properes largely encroaching upon those of the neighbouring domains (Fig. 4).
Heat budget computaons in each zone reveal signiﬁcant meridional changes of regime. While air-sea heat ﬂuxes dictate the heat budget
seasonal variability everywhere, heat is mostly brought through lateral geostrophic advecon by the Agulhas Current in the STZ, through
lateral diﬀusion in the SAZ, and through air-sea ﬂuxes in the PFZ and AZ. The cooling contribuons are by Ekman advecon everywhere, lateral diﬀusion in the STZ (also favoured by the ~10-degree breach in the Subtropical Front), and by geostrophic advecon in the SAZ. The
la er likely reﬂects eastward draining of water warmed through mixing of the subtropical eddies.

Interocean Exchanges of Antarctic Intermediate Water
Here again we combined the ARGO hydrographic proﬁles collected between 2004-2009 in the South Atlanc south of Africa in combinaon
with the a GH hydrographic transect to describe the characterisc and the ﬂow of the Antarcc Intermediate Water (AAIW).
We reorganized the ARGO raw data in a 1° x 1° grid in an area extending from 10°W to 40°E and from 20°S to 60°S. The AAIW characteriscs
and dynamics are compared in nine (9) diﬀerent regions deﬁned on the base of the regional SO front that are relevant to the AAIW dynamics:
the S-STF, and the SAF. Following Faure et al. (2010), the fronts locaon we used is the mean posion of fronts deﬁned as funcon of their
surface dynamic height value and computed from the ARGO ﬂoats. We present here esmates of the relave importance of the diﬀerent
regional variees of AAIW and their origins: south-west Atlanc (A-AAIW), characterized by salinies lower than 34.2, Indian (I-AAIW), with
salinies exceeding 34.3, and a new intermediate water found north of the S-STF between 10°W and 12°E and south of the S-STF between
12°E and 40°E with salinies comprised between 34.2 and 34.3. We deﬁned this water as Indo-Atlanc AAIW (IA-AAIW).

Figure 5. Salinity vercal minimum
maps from Argo ﬂoats data.
The subplots show
Smin (top-le7 panel);
S ≤ 34.2 (top-right panel);
34.2 < S < 34.3 (boLom-le7 panel);
S ≥ 34.3 (boLom right panel).
Adapted from Rusciano et al. 2012.

The collected Argo proﬁles show a quasi-zonal distribuon of the salinity minimum values computed within AAIW on the isoneutral surfaces
(γn = 27.3) on a grid 1°×1°. The zonal AAIW matches fairly well the SO fronts locaon. The Indian and Atlanc variees of AAIW are separated
by the S-STF in the western part of the domain; the area to the north of the S-STF is largely dominated by I-AAIW with area-normalized volume values of about 5,14*102 m3/m2, west of 23°E. The A-AAIW volume, abundant between the S-STF and SAF, decrease very importantly
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eastward of 12°E certainly due to the mixing between Indian and Atlanc variees because of the spawning of eddies in the Cape Basin that
induces a strong mixing. This mixing has been measured in the SAZ south of Africa during the Bonus-GoodHope cruise. In the core of an ancyclone, the salinity minimum related with AAIW is 34.25, slightly above the values of the neighbouring staons. This salinity minimum is
typical of the new water mass with intermediate characteriscs between A-AAIW and I-AAIW.
Making use of the recently developed ANDRO velocity dataset (Ollitrault and Rannou, 2011) we esmates for the regional AAIW absolute
geostrophic velocity and transport within the isoneutral layer. The AAIW has speed between 0.1 - 0.3 m/s in the Agulhas Current and 0.1 0.23 m/s in the Agulhas Return Current. AAIW ﬂows in the subtropical region have a speed approximately of 0.03 m/s. A net increase of the
eastward transport is evident from 40°S to 60°S, in parcular at the S-STF and PF locaon. The transport across the latudinal lines shows an
evident variability between 12°E – 23°E, which represents the frontal “window” characterized by high mesoscale and submesoscale acvity
due to eddies and rings detected from in-situ observaons and satellite almetry.

Toward a South Atlantic observing network for the MOC (SAMOC)
The South Atlanc Ocean is not merely a passive conduit for remotely formed water masses, rather, within the South Atlanc Ocean, these
water masses are signiﬁcantly altered by local air-sea interacons and diapycnal ﬂuxes, parcularly in regions of intense mesoscale acvity
(Stramma and England, 1999; Sloyan and Rintoul, 2000). The importance of these contribuons to the MOC has been highlighted by paleoclimate studies linking changes in the basin exchanges to abrupt climate changes (Duplessy and Shackleton, 1985; Weijer et al., 2002; Peeters
et al., 2004; Rickaby and Bard, 2009).
Despite considerable eﬀort and expenditure being deployed in the South Atlanc Ocean (see Figure 6 for a summary of ongoing/planned
observaons), the current range of observaons being made are not capable of monitoring the OC, nor do they constute a sustained observing system capable of monitoring large-scale interbasin ﬂuxes of heat, freshwater, mass and other climate-relevant quanes.

Figure 6. Schemac of the proposed trans-basin array along 34.5°S and the oblique GoodHope transect. Note the x-axis scale is stretched over western and
eastern boundaries. Stars indicate the diﬀerent components of the array that have been (or will be) submiLed to respecve funding agencies: eastern boundary
PIES/CPIES by France-ANR (black stars), and western boundary boLom pressure gauges, CPIES and ADCP by Brazil-/FAPESP/FACEPE (green stars) dynamic
height moorings to USA-NSF (red stars), western boundary PIES/CPIES and interior PIES-DP to USA-NOAA (blue stars). Colour contours are of 27-year mean
OGCM For the Earth Simulator (OFES) meridional velocity at 200 m depth. JASON ground-tracks are overlaid as light gray lines.

Individual eﬀorts to document the circulaon in porons of its natural chokepoints (Drake Passage and South of Africa) are ongoing. Nonetheless, no proper quantave monitoring system is in place, nor were these systems designed for long-term monitoring purposes. These are
the reasons that brought a group of sciensts to create a working group to foster collaboraons and to discuss the design and implementaon of an observaonal system to monitor the South Atlanc’s branch of the Meridional Overturning Circulaon (SAMOC).
In the last ﬁve years, four workshops have been organized to achieve this objecve. Copies of the presentaons that were made at the workshops and complete workshops reports were published in Clivar Exchanges and are available on the NOAA-AOML web site at
www.aoml.noaa.gov/phod/SAMOC/.
Following these meengs, and in parcular the last one (the Fourth SAMOC Meeng, Simmon’s Town, South Africa, 27-30 September 2011),
a coordinaon eﬀort has been designed to implement the SAMOC observing network together with modelling and theorecal studies. Internaonal agreements for the use of resources from countries at the margins, or cruising the South Atlanc were made during the Infrastruc-
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ture session. In parcular, ships from Argenna, Brazil, Russia and South Africa are made tentavely available for the program.
Data from exisng observaonal systems are crucial for the SAMOC ﬁeld program. These include ARGO ﬂoat deployment and the highdensity XBT transects along 34.5°S (AX18), across Drake Passage (AX22) and south of South Africa (AX25). In parcular, for the integrated
observing plaborm we are building within SAMOC, it is really capital to maintain the homogeneity of the ocean sampling distribuon in the
region south of Africa as it is for today (this sampling has been obtained essenally via the ARGO ﬂoat GoodHope programme : Figure 7).
Others global observing systems, as the global dri?er array, along with satellite observaons of sea height, sea-surface temperature, seasurface salinity (SMOS, and Aquarius) and surface wind will provide horizontal context for the SAMOC ﬁeld program, as well as, informaon
about the surface forcing. The SAMOC consorum constutes an unprecedented opportunity to coordinate ship me with addional ﬂoat
deployments in the Southern Atlanc sector.

Figure 7. Distribuon of hydrological observaons in the region around south Africa and the
Goodhope transect. Dots represent individual
proﬁles from CTD casts and ARGO ﬂoats. Colours represent the maximum depth reached by
each proﬁle. From the ﬁgure it appears clearly
that the sampling of ARGO ﬂoats (light blue
dots) has completely changed, by improving it,
the spaal coverage of hydrologic data in the
region that was mainly based on deep hydrological transects (orange dots because they
reach depths down to 5000 m).

Conclusions
The scienﬁc interest of the ARGO network in the Southern Ocean is now accepted as evidence. Since the ﬁrst deployment of proﬁling
ﬂoats in this region in late 2003/early 2004, the GoodHope project eﬀort has contributed signiﬁcantly to SO unfolding. With the establishment of this network we have now access to the surface and subsurface structure of the ocean and their seasonal to interannual variaons.
This has enabled us to progress in a very fast and quantave way on the knowledge of the speciﬁc ocean dynamics of the SO.
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USE OF ALTIMETRIC AND WIND DATA TO DETECT THE ANOMALOUS LOSS
OF SVP-TYPE DRIFTER’S DROGUE
By M-H. Rio(1)
(1)

CLS, Toulouse, France

Introduction
In the framework of the SVP (Surface Velocity Program) and GDP (Global Dri?er Program) programs, a large number of dri?ing buoys has
been deployed in the ocean since the early 1980s with the objecve to measure the ocean currents at a nominal depth of 15m. These dri?ers
have been speciﬁcally designed to reduce the wind slippage to less than 0.1% in 10 m/s wind speed (Niiler et al, 1987, 1995). They consist of
a surface ﬂoat connected to a sub-surface 7 meter long holey sock drogue centered at 15m depth. In the original version (Sybrandy and
Niiler, 1991), the drogue loss is detected by a change in the immersion behavior of the surface ﬂoat through the use of a surface ﬂoat submergence sensor. For more recent buoys, this was replaced by a tether strain gauge which monitors the tension between the buoy and the
drogue. At AOML (Atlanc Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratory), dri?er trajectories are processed, quality controlled and 6-hourly
velocies are computed that are distributed in delayed-me (Hansen and Poulain, 1996). Also, when appropriate, a drogue loss date is provided that allows discriminang between drogued and undrogued buoys.
The total current measured by a dri?ing buoy whose drogue is sll on is the sum of various contribuons including the geostrophic current,
the Ekman current, and a number of other ageostrophic currents as ineral oscillaons, dal currents or Stoke’s dri?.
Thanks to the simultaneous measurement of the geostrophic surface currents by almetry, the Ekman currents can be easily extracted from
the dri?er velocies. This was used several mes
in the past to model the Ekman response

r
ue

of

r
τ

the ocean currents to wind stress
by ﬁ8ng a
simple 2-parameters (β,θ) Ekman model like

r
r
u e = β τe i θ

. (Ralph and Niiler, 1999, Rio and
Hernandez, 2003, Rio et al, 2011). Recently, Rio et
al (2011) used the global dataset of ‘drogued’
dri?ing buoys distributed by AOML for the period
1993-2008 to update the Ekman model computed
by Rio and Hernandez (2003). Surprisingly, the β
and θ parameters were found to feature a decennial trend, with an increase of the β parameter by
a factor of almost 3 over the enre period, and a
decrease of the Ekman angle from 60° to 20°. (See
Figure 6a,b of the Rio et al, 2011 paper and the
black line in Figure 1 of the present paper). In Rio
et al (2011), the authors are uncertain if the observed trend should be a ributed to a real change
in the ocean state or a potenal change in the
dri?er design over me that would result in a
change in the physical content of the velocies
measured by the dri?ing buoy.
The recent paper by Grodsky et al, 2011 clearly
pushed for the second explanaon. A spurious Figure 1 : Parameters β (top) and θ (boLom) of the Ekman model esmated yearly by least square
trend in the dri?er velocity dataset was detected, ﬁt. Black line: the AOML ‘drogued’ dri7ing buoy dataset has been used. Red line: Only the ﬁrst
a ributed to a problem of drogue loss detecon three months of the ‘drogued’ AOML dataset has been used. Green line: Using only the buoy velocithat coincides with the introducon of a new ty ﬂagged as ‘drogued’ by our methodology.
dri?er design in the mid 2000s (the ‘mini SVP’). As
a consequence, an increasing number of undrogued buoys pollutes the actual dataset of “drogued” dri?ing buoys distributed by AOML. In
Grodsky et al (2011), the authors recommend using only the ﬁrst three months of each dri?er trajectory to enhance the probability of the
drogue to be sll on. We therefore have recomputed the β and θ parameters using the ﬁrst three months of each dri?er trajectory only (red
curves on Figure 1). The decennial trend has almost enrely vanished, which means that the undetected undrogued dri?ers in the AOML
“drogued” dataset are indeed responsible for the trend in the Ekman model parameters. However, both the β and the θ parameters sll feature a spurious bound centered on 2004 so that we suspect that a number of dri?ers has lost the drogue in the ﬁrst three months of their
life. Furthermore, the truncaon of the dri?er trajectories to the ﬁrst three months eliminates 90% of the dri?er 6-hourly velocies measured during the 1993-2010 me period (Table 1).
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Nb velocity measurements
All trajectories

18,065,924

Trajectories>200
days
15,009,040

Trajectories
>200 days
Excluding the first
and the last 50 days

Flag AOML=1

Flag AOML=0

4,441,197

8,117,287

Flagα=1

Flagα=0

Flagα=1

Flagα=0

12,558,484

4,073,332
(92%)

367,865
(8%)

4,470,821
(55%)

3,646,466
(45%)

Table 1 : Number of velocity measurements contained in the diﬀerent datasets used in this study. Flag AOML=0 (resp. 1) for “drogued” (resp. “undrogued”)
dri7er velocies. Flagα refers to the ﬂag deﬁned if the text: It is 1 when α is greater than 0.3%, indicang a probable drogue loss.

As a consequence, a rigorous cleaning of the dataset is needed, which movated the present study. In the following we present a simple
approach based on the combined use of dri?ing buoys, wind and almeter measurements that allows detecng the dri?ers’ drogue loss.

Detecting the drifter drogue loss: Method
The main idea of the method is to remove from each single dri?er velocity the geostrophic and Ekman currents and see how well the residual
velocity correlates to local wind. Residual velocies from buoys with the drogue a ached should be uncorrelated to the wind while residual
velocies from undrogued buoys (for which wind slippage is not negligible anymore) are expected to show a signiﬁcant correlaon to the
wind.

Figure 2: Correlaon coeﬃcient (top) and angle
(middle) between the wind velocity and the residual dri7er velocies as a funcon of dri7 days. Black
line: Residual velocies=Dri7er velocies – geostrophic velocies. Red line: Residual velocies=Dri7er velocies – geostrophic velociesEkman velocies. Green line in the middle plot and
colored line in the top plot: Residual velocies=
Dri7er velocies-geostrophic velocies-Ekman
velocies – αWind where α is computed to minimize the correlaon coeﬃcient. The color scales in
the top plot gives the value of α. The ﬂag indicang drogue presence is set to 1 when α exceeds
0.3 (red line in top plot). Bottom plot: Drifter
trajectory. Colors indicate the wind speed (m/s).
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Figure 3 : Parameters β (le7) and θ
(right) of the Ekman model esmated by latude and by month using
only the ﬁrst three months of the
trajectories from the ‘drogued’
AOML dataset.

Data
In addion to the dri?ing buoy dataset described above, two types of data have been used for this study. First, almetric mulmission, delayed mode, 1/3° resoluon maps of absolute geostrophic surface currents computed at CLS and distributed by AVISO have been used for the
period 1993-2010.
Also, we have used 3-hourly, global, 80 km resoluon wind stress maps from the ERA INTERIM reanalysis (Simmons et al. 2006). Wind values

W=
W have been computed from the wind stress using a simple bulk formula,
10-3 is a non dimensional drag coeﬃcient.

τ
ρa CD

where ρa=1.3 kg.m-3 is the air density and CD=1.4

Results
First, the almetric maps of absolute geostrophic currents were interpolated along the dri?er trajectories and subtracted from the dri?er
velocies. Then a 3-days low pass ﬁlter was applied to remove the ineral oscillaons, the dal currents and the other high frequency ageostrophic currents. The obtained residual velocity is an esmate of the Ekman response to wind stress. The wind values were also interpolated
along the dri?er trajectory and the vectorial correlaon between the dri?er residual velocity and the wind speed was computed along each
single dri?er trajectory using a 100 days moving window. Consequently, only dri?er trajectories longer than 200 days were used. Furthermore, by construcon, no correlaon could be computed for the ﬁrst and the last 50 days. The black line in Figure 2 shows the vectorial correlaon (top) and the correlaon angle (middle) obtained for a buoy that has dri?ed during more than 2 years in the North East Paciﬁc ocean
(bo om plot). During the ﬁrst 250 days, the correlaon coeﬃcient is around 0.6 and the correlaon angle is around 60°, in good agreement
with the Ekman response of the surface currents to the wind.

r
u residual

Then a new “residual” dri?er velocity (herea?er
) was computed along each single trajectory removing both the geostrophic velocity and the Ekman velocity from the dri?er velocity and further applying a 3-days low pass ﬁlter. The Ekman model used at this stage of the
study was computed by latude and by month using only the ﬁrst three months of the dri?ing buoy trajectories. Obtained values are displayed on Figure 3. We observe a decrease of both the angle and the amplitude response of surface currents to wind stress in winter and at
high latudes in good consistency with a decrease in straﬁcaon.

r
u residual

Vectorial correlaons were then computed between
and the wind speed (red lines in Figure 2). During the ﬁrst 250 days correlaon coeﬃcient values lower than 0.3 are obtained as well as correlaon angles switching from plus to minus 180°. A?er 250 days, the correlaon coeﬃcient increases and the correlaon angle gets close to 0°, suggesng that the buoy is most probably dri?ing with the wind. For
this parcular trajectory, we are therefore conﬁdent that the buoy has lost its drogue a?er 250 days dri?.
Finally, the colored line on Figure 2 gives the value of a coeﬃcient α allowing to minimize the correlaon between the wind and a third resid-
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r
r
r
u residual α = u residual − αW

ual dri?er velocity deﬁned as
. For drogued buoys, this coeﬃcient was esmated to be less than 0.001 in
10 m/s wind condion by (Niiler et al, 1987). This is the case indeed for the ﬁrst 200 days of the trajectory in Figure 2. Then α increases and
remains greater than 0.3%.
Figure 2 is an example given for a speciﬁc trajectory, but the whole dataset was processed and the α parameter was found to be quite a good
indicator of the drogue presence. Consequently we set up an automac detecon of the dri?er drogue loss by deﬁning a threshold value for
α equal to 0.3% above which the dri?er was considered to have most probably lost its drogue.
Figure 4 shows the average into 20° by 20° boxes of the α parameters when greater than 0.3%. Highest mean values (1.5%) are obtained in
the Antarcc Circumpolar Current

Method robustness
In order to test the robustness of this simple detecon procedure we applied it on the whole AOML dri?er dataset, including the known undrogued dri?ers. Again, only trajectories
longer than 200 days were kept and the methodology used
prevents from determining the drogue presence for the ﬁrst
and last 50 days. This restricon removes 16% of the total
velocity dataset (table 1).
Among the remaining 12,558,484 velocity measurements
(drogued and undrogued dri?er velocies), 35 % are ﬂagged as
undrogued by AOML (table 1). This absence of drogue is detected by our method in 92% of the cases, which makes us
conﬁdent in the capability of our simple approach to detect
the dri?er drogue loss. Regarding the remaining 65% of data
where the dri?er is ﬂagged as ‘drogued’ by AOML, our methodology detects 55% of undrogued data. This means that from
the original dataset of 12,558,484 velocity measurements, only
30% are considered as measured by a drogued dri?er by our
methodology (instead of 65% for AOML).

Mean

wind

slippage

of

Figure 4 : Average in 20° by 20° boxes of the α coeﬃcient obtained for the dri7ers
ﬂagged as having lost their drogue by our methodology.

undrogued

buoys
In addion to providing a good indicator of the dri?er drogue
presence, the methodology developed in this study allows
esmang a correcon term to the velocity measured by an
undrogued dri?er. In eﬀect, for each velocity measurement,
the computed α coeﬃcient mes the wind is the dri?er velocity component due to the direct wind eﬀect on the buoy. It may
be subtracted from the measured velocity to compute a corrected velocity value in order not to discard the velocity measurements from dri?ing buoys having lost their drogue (55% of
the AOML ‘drogued’ dataset).
Figure 5 shows the mean corrected term computed in 20° by
20° boxes over the global ocean from the undrogued buoy
velocies. It exceeds 10 cm/s in the Antarcc Circumpolar area
and 2-4 cm/s almost everywhere else. If only dri?ers with the
drogue on are considered, this mean correcve term is found
to be less than 1 cm/s everywhere (not shown).

Conclusion

Figure 5 : Mean wind slippage (cm/s), computed in 20° by 20° boxes of the dri7ers
ﬂagged as having lost their drogue by our methodology.

Recent and repeated failures in the SVP-type dri?er drogue loss detecon system (based on tether strain gauge or submergence tests) have
led to an increasing number of undrogued dri?ers into the “drogued” dri?ers dataset distributed by AOML (Grodsky et al, 2011). This problem is found to fully explain the anomalous decennial variability of the Ekman response to wind stress detected by (Rio et al, 2011). In this
study a simple methodology has been developed that allows detecng the dri?er drogue loss and providing an esmate of the wind slippage
to be used as a velocity correcon. Our approach correctly detects 92% of the AOML known undrogued dri?er velocies and removes 55% of
the velocity measurements from the AOML “drogued” dataset. When averaged over the full 1993-2010 period and in 20° by 20° boxes, the
wind slippage aﬀecng these undrogued buoys is found to exceed 10 cm/s in the Antarcc Circumpolar Current.
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The methodology presented here suﬀers some limitaons. First it is limited to dri?er’s trajectory longer than 200 days. Moreover, the ﬁrst
and the last 50 days cannot be processed, since the correlaon between the wind and the residual velocies runs along 100 days segments of
the dri?er trajectory. Finally, the present work was done on delayed-me data and further developments would be needed to detect the
drogue loss in real me.
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Introduction
The ESA/SMOS (European Space Agency/Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity) satellite mission provides new measurements of Sea Surface Salinity (SSS) using L-band radiometry. A?er correcng SMOS brightness temperatures from systemac biases, SMOS sea surface salinity (SSS)
reproduces quite well large scale expected SSS variaons [Font et al., 2012].
At L-band frequency, the skin depth is 1 cenmetre while most in situ SSS measurements are taken at a few meters depth. A preliminary
study based on ARGO vercal proﬁles [Henocq et al., 2010] indicated that vercal salinity diﬀerences between 1m and 10m depth higher
than 0.1 psu are observed in the 3 oceans, mainly between 0° and 15°N, coinciding with the average posion of the Inter Tropical Convergence Zones characterized by high precipitaon rates.
In order to be er document the variability of salinity near the sea surface, which is currently not o?en measured by other in situ observaons (current Argo uppermost data is between 5 and 10m depth, whereas TAO-type measurements are near 1 or 2m depth), surface dri?ers
have been equipped with Conducvity-Temperature (C-T) cells near a depth of 50 cm, which proved reliable for mid-latude deployments
[Reverdin et al., 2007]. Since then, two manufacturers of SVP (Surface Velocity Program) dri?ers, Metocean and the Paciﬁc Gyre have instrumented SVP dri?ers with sensors measuring conducvity at 30-50cm depth. In addion, new light ﬂoats named SURPLAS have been built at
LOCEAN laboratory to measure conducvity at 15cm depth for a duraon of a few weeks to a few months. SURPLAS ﬂoats have been ed to
SVP dri?ers allowing the study of the SSS and SST (Sea Surface Temperature) straﬁcaon between 15cm and 50cm depth. In addion, ICM/
CSIC has buit slightly larger dri?ers with C-T cells also near 50 cm depth, but without an an-fouling protecon of the cell. The sampling characteriscs of the diﬀerent dri?ers are slightly diﬀerent. The SURPLAS dri?er provides a value (average over 8”) every 15 minutes of T
(Temperature) and S (Salinity); the Paciﬁcgyre SVP-BS dri?er, a value every 30 minutes (average over 5 minutes), the Metocean SVP-BS dri?er, a value every hour (average of 7 values over 10 minutes), and the ICM/CISC provide values at the me of Argos transmissions (not averaged). Most of the dri?ers and ﬂoats transmit through Argos, although Metocean dri?ers since 2009 mostly transmit data (and a 3-hourly
gps posion) through iridium communicaon.
Since 2007, we deployed 37 Metocean SVP-BS dri?ers, 29 Paciﬁcgyre dri?ers, 21 ICM/CSIC dri?ers and 17 surplas ﬂoats. In 2010 and 2011,
simultaneous to the ﬁrst two years of SMOS measurements, 68 SVP dri?ers (49 Metocean and PaciﬁcGyre and 19 ICM dri?ers) and 13 SURPLAS ﬂoats have been deployed by the French and Spanish teams involved in the SMOS Cal/Val projects mostly in the North Atlanc, in the
Bay of Biscay, in the equatorial and subtropical South Atlanc and in the western tropical and equatorial Paciﬁc Ocean. Altogether in 20102011, they recorded measurements during 13500 days (Metocean+PaciﬁcGyre 8821, Surplas 472, ICM 4266).
In this paper, we will ﬁrst comment on the data return of these dri?ers, on our eﬀorts to quality control and correct the data. Then, we will
summarize results on tropical SSS freshening events linked to rain events as recorded at various depths by autonomous dri?ers and as deduced from the SMOS radiometer measurements.

Data return of the drifters – validation/correction of the data
The SVP and ICM dri?ers had an average life me in the water that was most commonly shorter than 1 year, mostly because of recovery by
ﬁshermen (7 in the Bay of Biscay and near Atlanc region, 6 near South America/Caribbean and one each oﬀ Ivory Coast and oﬀ Queensland), because of landing most commonly a?er a drogue loss. In some instances (in the Bay of Biscay, Queensland coast or oﬀ Ireland), the
recovery was done on purpose and the dri?er redeployed soon a?er (but we consider this as two separate dri?ers in our accounng). For
some of the dri?ers (6 Metocean with mean li?ime of 14 month, and one Paciﬁcgyre with lifeme of 21 months), the death occured through
normal ba ery loss.
Data interrupon occurred quickly through switch problems for 4 Paciﬁcgyre, through electronic problems for 2 Paciﬁcgyre, and through
unknown reasons for 4 Paciﬁcgyre. For two Metocean dri?ers, there was C-T data loss a?er a while, and for 9 Metocean dri?ers, end of life
probably happened through electronics or leak a?er a short while (5 presented a visible fast fall of the ba ery tension beforehand).
Drogue loss seems to have happened o?en within less than 6 months at sea, although we did not invesgate carefully the issue of drogue
loss of these dri?ers, and it is possible (Gordsky and Lumpkin, 2011) that residual errors in drogue loss detecon might be present in this data
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set (although, we use a larger dri?er model than the ones that are suspicious according to Gordsky and Lumpkin (2011)).
In another paper, we have commented that there are errors in the regular hull temperature sensor of the dri?ers (Reverdin et al., 2009). We
assume that the biaises on the T sensor of the C-T cell is very small (could be of the order of 0.01°C according to Seabird a?er 1 year in the
water); thus we can use this T to validate the hull temperature sensor (referred here as SST). We ﬁnd rather large (0.5°C or larger) anomalies
in 2010 on both Metocean and Pacﬁciyre dri?ers, but which have been explained by condions in which this temperature was controlled.
The problem has disappeared with later deliveries in 2011, but there are sll issues with this measurement on 2011 Paciﬁcgyre dri?ers (data
become very noisy and unusable a?er a few to six months, probably as the result of leak or electronic issues).
Five Metocean dri?ers deployed in the Amazone plume or oﬀ French Guyana presented large drops of salinity that are surely a ributable to
algae or other ﬂoang objects that got stuck in the cell. One of these dri?ers was recovered, rinsed and redeployed with no indicaon of
sensor fouling. For most of the ICM dri?ers deployed in the subtropical gyres, large drops in salinity occured within a few months that could
be due either to objects stuck in the cells or fouling, as these dri?er sensors were not protected by an-fouling. In these cases, we dont feel
that we can recover a usable salinity data, and prefer to remove the esmated S from the ﬁnal ﬁles.
This leaves an average 5 month of usable salinity data by Paciﬁcgyre dri?er and 6 months by Metocean dri?er. On these data, we apply the
following checks to eliminate dubious porons of the records.
First, we check temperature measurements. Some isolated measurements can be incorrect in the ﬁrst hours a?er deployment (hull temperature) or due to bas transmission (example 0.01% of data for long-lived PaciﬁcGyre 92546). Associated salinies are removed.
Removal of salinity for periods with unusual high noise level (probably some moving objects or electronic problems) as well as removal of
isolated salinity spikes with a ﬁlter is performed. The ﬁlter idenfy isolated values deviang from the median of salinity measured between 6
hours before and 6 hours later and larger than twice the standard deviaon for the same period. We then check whether there is regular
increase of salinity during the two following points a?er the isolated spike, in which case we retain the isolated value (which could result
from front or rainfall passing) (the removed isolated data represent 0.4% for PaciﬁcGyre dri?er 92546).
We then remove S values during mid-day warming periods, as we had shown (for 2005 dri?ers) that the mismatch between C and T sensors
can be the origin of large mid-day errors (Reverdin et al., 2005). For that, we check whether daily warming is larger than 0.8°C, and remove
mid-day data , when they present variability (for example, this represents 3% of data for PG dri?er 92546; note that this was diﬃcult to apply
on ICM dri?ers that o?en transmit data only during the 6 hours each day between 0 and 6 GMT).

Figure 1: T and S records between July 22 and August 22 2010 for Paciﬁcgyre
dri7er 92546 (le7 panel; S in blue and T in green). Right panel shows the ‘original’
salinity me series (blue) and the corrected me series (red) a7er removing the
salinity ‘jumps’ in 2010-2011.

In some data records, we observe sudden changes of S, with no corresponding change of T (changes less than 0.05°C). They are ﬁrst a decrease of salinity, but can be also a?erwards with a salinity increase. In a few cases, when we had a surplas ﬂoat a ached to the SVP dri?er,
we can clearly conﬁrm that these jumps are not real S- jumps, probably associated with objects stuck in the cell. We also found at least one
case with a jump of S, where the associated change in T was less than 0.05°C. This is an issue, as before the iridium Metocean models and the
2011 Paciﬁcgyre models, the resoluon in temperature was on the order of 0.05°C, and such a ‘real’ S-jump would be interpreted as erroneous. Nonetheless, we consider most of these S-jumps with no T-jump larger than 0.05°C as highly dubious, and we try to correct the data
a?er the jump by adjusng their value to the one just before (clearly, this leaves an uncertainty in each adjustment of at least 0.01 pss). We
present an example of a me series which presents such jumps, as well as the value at the shallowest level of ARGO ﬂoat proﬁles.
This kind of sudden jumps happened in diﬀerent instances for this dri?er, and the ﬁnal record is presented below. In this case, the upper
values of nearby Argo proﬁlers ﬁt well with the corrected me series, and we have li le doubts that the jumps were really related to objects
ge8ng stuck in the cell.
The dri?er records were systemacally compared with upper values (between 5 and 10m depths) of near-by ARGO proﬁles. We retain those
values only if the ARGO temperature is close to the one measured by the dri?er (at night). O?en there are enough Argo proﬁles to be able to
stascally idenfy (by grouping the comparisons over a long-enough period) a possible dri? due to fouling of the sensor. We somemes
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Figure 2: upper panel, the corrected S records of the
92546 salinity dri7er with the colocated ARGO proﬁles
values (red) from February 2010 to January 2011. The
lower panel show the diﬀerences (red dots) with the
suggested bias (dashed line with the 1-sigma uncertainty range).

also have samples collected at recovery or when a ship passed near-by that provide another esmate of the dri?. O?en, these comparisons
suggest that the bias is small in the ﬁrst 6-months of the dri?er life (except for the ICM dri?ers). When we have more than one such comparison (usually only for mid-latude or high latude dri?ers), we assume that the dri? varies linearly in me. Clearly, this degrades the accuracy
of the dri?er data (typically, for the ones we have compared, only a?er a year or more).
The longer me series in the tropics can be analysed in relaon to rainfall events, but also to possible daily cycles. So far, and except close to
Africa, the salinity daily cycles idenﬁed have been very small (on the order of 0.01 psu or less), which is consistent with earlier analyses of
the TAO/TRITON mooring data).

Freshening events observed by the drifters
[Reverdin et al., 2012] have analyzed the dri?er measurements in the tropical oceans in 2007-2010 and have isolated individual freshening
events by seeking salinity drops larger than 0.1 psu that are nearly compensated (80) within one day. These events which average 0.56 psu at
45 cm are o?en related (at least 50% of the cases) with local rainfall. When two measurement levels are available (with a surplas ﬂoat
a ached to a SVP dri?er), the inial salinity signal is larger by more than 20% at the shallow depth (15 cm) compared with the deeper measurement level (near 50 cm) (Figure 2).
These salinity drops are o?en associated with a temperature drop which also presents a gradient between the two levels. This temperature
drop gradient is to some extent related to the cooler temperature of the drops, but also to the surface straﬁcaon created by the rain, such
that the heat loss related to the latent (and sensible) heat losses is trapped very close to the surface.

Figure 3: Average composite cycle of salinity among 20 salinity drop events observed by both SVP-BS at 45 cm depth (red) and Surplas dri7ers at 15 cm depth
(blue) (relave to a common me of beginning of event). Individual records are shi7ed to a common salinity value at the inial drop me.
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Freshening events observed by SMOS
Comparisons between reprocessed SMOS SSS and ARGO SSS at 5m depth have been performed in the subtropical North Atlanc Ocean, in
the region where the 2012-2013 “Salinity Processes in the Upper Ocean Regional Study” (SPURS) experiments dedicated to the calibraon
and validaon of SMOS and Aquarius satellite measurements will take place. They indicate a standard deviaon of the diﬀerence of 0.2psu
once SMOS SSS are averaged over typical GODAE scales (10days-one month, 100kmx100km). On another hand, the same kind of comparison
in the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) of the Paciﬁc Ocean indicates a standard deviaon of the diﬀerence of 0.4psu and a mean diﬀerence 0.1psu lower in the ITCZ than in the SPURS region.

Figure 4: Stascal distribuon of (SMOS SSS minus ARGO SSS) diﬀerences in the ITCZ of the Paciﬁc Ocean (5°N-15°N-110°W-180°W) in July 2010. Blue distribuon is obtained whatever the SSM/I rain rates (up to 10mm/hr) recorded within -80 mn before and +40 mn a7er SMOS measurement; green distribuon corresponds to situaons when no rain has been detected by SSM/I before SMOS measurement, red distribuon corresponds to situaons when SSM/I has detected
non zero rain rates within 5 hours before SMOS measurement.

Collocaons of (SMOS SSS minus ARGO SSS) diﬀerences with SSM/I rain rates recorded within -80 mn before and +40 mn a?er SMOS measurements show that the larger standard deviaon and the negave diﬀerence in the ITCZ are mainly a ributable to rain events.
In addion, we observe a signiﬁcant correlaon (r=0.47) between (SMOS SSS minus ARGO SSS) and SSM/I rain rates with a slope equal to
0.2psu/mm/hr.

Figure 5: SMOS SSS minus ARGO SSS versus
SSM/I rain rate observed within -80 mn before
and +40 mn, a7er the SMOS SSS (July 2010;
SMOS reprocessing version 5). Red points
correspond to averages and standard deviaons of SSS diﬀerences in 1mm/hr classes.
The least square ﬁt indicates a slope of 0.2psu/mm/hr.
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Summary and perspectives
The surface dri?ers measuring sea surface salinity in the top 50cm of the sea surface provide a complementary source of data for validang L
-band sea surface salinity. Previous comparisons with SMOS SSS indicate a precision of about .3psu in tropical regions, far from land. These
comparisons will be re-evaluated with the 2011 SMOS reprocessing, in order to assess the improvement of the reprocessing especially close
to land.
In addion, dri?ers idenfy signiﬁcant rain salinity freshening in the tropical regions. The SMOS SSS reprocessing tested in July 2010 indicates
a mean monthly freshening (-0.1 SSS bias averaged over the tropical Paciﬁc between 5°N and 15°N) with respect to ARGO salinity at 5m
depth. This salinity freshening is signiﬁcantly correlated with rain events (idenﬁed on maximum SSM/I rain rate) occurring 5 hours before
SMOS measurement (R=0.47) and is large:-0.2psu/mm/hr. Preparatory studies to SMOS [Schulz et al., 2002] and to Aquarius [Wentz, 2005]
indicate that the atmospheric contribuon of rain to L-band brightness temperature are smaller than at higher frequency, on the order of
0.2°K for a rain rate of 10mm/hr, which would correspond to a SSS bias of ~-0.4psu for a rain rate of 10mm/hr: this is an order of magnitude
smaller than what we observe. In addion, according to [Schulz et al., 2002] and [Wentz, 2005], for non nadir measurements, the signature
of rain atmospheric contribuon is larger in horizontal polarisaon than in vercal polarisaon, contrary to what is expected from a contribuon from sea surface salinity. Such a polarized signature should aﬀect the SMOS retrieved wind speed, while salinity retrievals are only very
slightly modiﬁed in rainy cases. In the next months, we will invesgate further the angular signature of rainy events on SMOS brightness temperature in horizontal and vercal polarizaon (from 0° to 50° incidence angle) in order to be er assess the precision of the sea surface salinity retrieved from SMOS measurements.
Salinity dri?ers will be deployed in 2012 and 2013 by various agencies, probably at the level of 100 dri?ers each year, in parcular within the
SPURS subtropical North Atlanc experiment, but also in the wet tropics. They will thus provide in those regions a signiﬁcant amount of data
complemenng the other components of the upper ocean in situ observing system, and to help be er understand near-surface straﬁcaon,
when used together satellite retrievals from SMOS and AQUARIUS missions.
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…
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LPO, IFREMER, Plouzané France

The global Argo array is made of about 3,000 free-dri?ing ﬂoats measuring temperature and salinity (along with possibly other parameters
such as oxygen) of the upper ocean. This connuous ocean monitoring in space and me produces a tremendous amount of data, made publicly available within hours. Argo data are available for download on ?p servers hosted by the two GDACs (Global Data Assembly Centers:
USGODAE and Coriolis). As of February 2012, more than 900,000 NetCDF proﬁle ﬁles were available on these servers. From the user perspecve, especially new ones, engaging with such an amount of data may be impressive, and a laborious task.

Hence, as a complementary to other online services, a new informaon and data mining tool for Argo data in the North Atlanc have been
designed to help users manipulang the data. This is a contribuon to the North Atlanc Argo Regional Center (NA-ARC) and therefore only
concerns Argo proﬁles located in North Atlanc Ocean North of 20°S, as well as in the Mediterranean and Arcc Seas.
This new tool aims at:

• Providing an interacve user interface for Argo data mining,
• Simplifying access to informaon about all, or a sub-set of, proﬁles,
• Centralizing as much as possible informaon provided by other services.
Speciﬁcally, the tool is made of a website and of a web service or web API (Applicaon Programming Interface). The website provides the
user interface to services provided by the web API. The la er is public in order to allow access to services programmacally. I will now present ﬁrst the database used by the system, then the website and ﬁnally the web API.

The database
Every day at 0H00 GMT, the tool scans all NetCDF proﬁle ﬁles on the Coriolis ?p server and selects those located in the NA-ARC region. Only
proﬁles having a POSITION_QC ﬂag of 1, 2, 5 or 8 are selected, meaning that the posion in space and me of proﬁles is very likely correct. A
database is then created with relevant informaon about these proﬁles, such as: spao/temporal coordinates, Data Assembly Center name,
WMO (World Meteorological Organizaon ﬂoat unique ID) and cycle number, data mode, staon parameters and proﬁles parameters QC
ﬂags (indicang the percentage of ‘good’ measurements for each of these parameters). The system complements this database with addional informaon from other sources:

• Quality control informaon retrieved from the ?p greylist ﬁle, the LPO/Argo quality control database and the CLS/Almetry last test results. Floats or proﬁles reported by one of these sources are ﬂagged as having a “cket” in the database. More informaon will be incorporated in the future, such as the Objecve Analysis Warning report.

• Descripve informaon about measurements, primarily URL poinng to ﬁgures produced by Coriolis for each parameters and proﬁles.
The database can be seen as a mash up of informaon from diﬀerent sources built to provide the core informaon required for selecon and
scienﬁc engagement.

The NA-ARC website
Without a priori knowledge, exploraon of the database is made possible by the NA-ARC website available at the URL:
h p://www.ifremer.fr/lpo/naarc
A…snapshot of the home page is shown in figure 1 (using the Safari browser). The website provides interactive visualization tools…powered by
modern web technologies. A menu on the left offers six main visualization panes:… Map”,… Charts”,… Time Series”,… Data Explorer”,…
Tickets and Data Quality” and a…

Profiles selection wizard”. A non-exhaustive list of visualization tools is: map…of profiles location, pie
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Figure 1: The NA-ARC website homepage.

charts (distribution per DAC or data mode,
tickets, availability of oxygen measurements,

),…time series (of the distribution per year, the seasonal cycle sampling,

),…gauges (for

),…bar charts of parameter measurements quality and two search engines to retrieve tickets

information and visualize figures of temperature/salinity and possibly oxygen. All plots use bright colors and scalable vector graphics so that
they respond to mouse events, support animation and more importantly can be printed with optimum resolution (other elements of the
website layout have also been optimized for friendly printing). Figure 2 showcases some of these tools.…
Each…visualization tool is embedded into an independent module developed specifically for the website. These modules provide interaction
methods with the data visualized. For instance one can modify the type of chart used to represent the data, toggle between number of
profiles and floats, possibly save the chart as a figure file and add restrictions to the data set used by the module to generate custom chart on
demand.…
By…default, all visualization tools use the entire database. The…

Profiles selection wizard” makes possible user specific data mining. It helps

users select and define…restriction parameters on profile properties in order…to create a virtual sub-set of profiles (fill a…
sub-set is defined, all visualization tools of the website are updated automatically using the…
sections and profiles figures can be scrolled in the…

cart”). Once the

cart” selection and temperature/salinity

Data Explorer” pane. This provides a unique way to engage with Argo data and to start

exploring a sub-set of profiles without downloading any single NetCDF file. If the user is satisfied with its collection of profiles, the…

Profiles

selection wizard” also offers the possibility to create a script file to download NetCDF profile files from GDAC ftp servers. …
One…more feature offered by the website is the persistent storage of the…

cart”. The restriction parameters corresponding to the virtual…

cart” (along with other layout parameters) are stored in the browser. This allows users to later revisit the website and eventually monitor
changes to their sub-set of profiles.…

The NA-ARC web API…
…
All informaon provided by the website is served by the NA-ARC web API. The web API allows for users to access and mine the database from
a script. This can be very powerful and provides a method for automac processes. Here basic usage of the web API is presented. A detailed
descripon of all available parameters and their usage, along with examples and output format descripons can be found on the NA-ARC
website online documentaon.
A web API is an URL to which parameters can be added to obtain speciﬁc informaon from the system. The NA-ARC web API is accessible at:
h p://www.ifremer.fr/lpo/naarc/api/v1/
The API parameters can be sorted in three categories:

• parameters selecng a service (get, ﬁle, qwmo, doc, plan ... )
• parameters deﬁning the service's funcons and opons (n,list,coord ... ),
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• parameters deﬁning restricons on proﬁles properes (year,dac,box,...)
For example, querying the API can take the following form:
h p://www.ifremer.fr/lpo/naarc/api/v1/?get=np

Figure 2: Samples of the NA-ARC website visualization tools.

This query calls for the funcon “np” (number of proﬁles) provided by the service “get”. It returns the total number of proﬁles in the database (167,475 as of 2012/02/10). If one wants to obtain the number of proﬁles sorted by year, the opon “by” can be used like: [...]/?
get=np&by=year. This opon can handle a secondary sorng key. For instance, the number of proﬁles per year and data mode would be retrieved using: [...]/?get=np&by=year,dmode. At this me, there are 9 funcons available with the service ‘get’. They provide an extensive list
of possibilies to describe and mine the database in a simple way.
The web API default output format is JSON (JavaScript Object Notaon): an easily human readable format that can be handled by scripts
(python, R). It does not require any a priori knowledge to be understood. Note that the web API can also output data as Matlab evaluable
strings or CSV text ﬁles.
All services and funcons use the enre database of proﬁles by default. They can be completed by restricon parameters to select a sub-set
of proﬁles. This is where users can fully customize their requests and express their requirements. They are more than 20 restricon parameters available at this me. They allow restricons on meta informaon, space, me and data quality (DAC name, WMO, proﬁle parameters,
years, date range, box, ckets, parameters QC and more). As a restricon parameter example, let us consider “around” which allows selecng proﬁles near a speciﬁc one. This can be useful in quality control procedures for instance. To select proﬁles in a circular radius of
300km sampled ±30 days around the ﬁ?h cycle of ﬂoat WMO 6900678 is as simple as adding “around=6900678,5,300,30” to a funcon call.
Last, note that as many as required restricon parameters can be used to create a very speciﬁc sub-set of proﬁles. In the previous example,
one would also select proﬁles with a correct quality ﬂag on temperature using: “around=6900678,5,300,30&temp_qc=A,B”.

Conclusion
We hope the NA-ARC website and API will provide complementary services to help users engage with Argo data in the North Atlanc. From a
scienst perspecve, we have tried to extend the classic engagement workﬂow of selecon/download of proﬁle ﬁles with a more comprehensive set of data mining and visualizaon tools. The enre system is ﬂexible so that more informaon and services could be implemented
in the future, following users suggesons.
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